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INTRODUCTION

Diffusion is usually associated with processes of spontaneous mixing

in gasses and liquids. Examples of these rather rapid phenomena can be

observed in common life. However, the relevance of diffusion in solids is

not so easily recognized, because in solids diffusion proceeds on much

larger time scales, even at higher temperatures. Nevertheless diffusion in

solid systems plays an important role in many physical, chemical and technical

processes.

Knowledge of diffusion in solids is on the one hand basic to the

understanding of changes that occur in solids, such as oxidation,

homogenization, precipitation, phase transitions, etc. On the other hand

from the study of diffusion in solid systems one may learn more about how

atoms move through a crystal lattice. This in its turn yields information

about atomic interactions and lattice defects. The latter aspect is very

important, because lattice defects can influence physical properties of

solid materials to a large extent. These defects are usually of a very

simple type and cannot be observed directly. However, since lattice defects

generally play an important role in the mechanisms of diffusion, their

concentration and mobility is reflected in measured rates of atomic diffusion.

Since 1945 the study of diffusion in crystalline solids has become an

increasingly active field when a wide variaty of radioactive isotopes began

to be available. Because of this our concepts of diffusion have developed

rapidly in the last decades, not only with respect to pure metals, but also

for two-component systems such as dilute alloys and ionic compounds. On the

contrary our knowledge of diffusion in intermetallic compounds is rather

scarce. This m?y be due to difficulties on the experimental side, such as

the preparation of proper mono-phase, mono-crystalline specimens containing

negligible co icentrations of impurities. Besides, the investigation of the
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self diffusion in a single compound as a function of temperature and

composition requires a considerable number of laborious measurements.

Another reason may be found in the complexity of the theoretical problems

that are involved in the description of the migration of atoms and defects

in these compounds. This is related to the fact that these binary systems

neither are completely ordered nor fully disordered, but possess an

intermediate degree of (dis)order depending on temperature.

The tneoretical problem of diffusion in solid systems is the problem

of correlated migration of atoms and defects. In a "real" random walk

successive jumps of an atom are independent. However, for diffusion

mechanisms involving defect-atom exchanges successive jumps are

correlated, owing to the presence of the defect at one side of the atom

after the previous exchange. These effects of correlation are expressed

in the so-called correlation factor, which in principle is accessible to

experimental observation by means of the "isotope effect". In the case

of pure metals a particular value of this correlation factor is

characteristic for a particular diffusion mechanism. On the contrary for

diffusion in (partly) ordered binary solid systems no such unambiguous

relations between correlation factors and diffusion mechanisms exist.

In this thesis we have made contributions to fill up the gap in

knowledge of diffusion in ordered binary solid systems from two sides:

from the experimental side (chapter I,II) and from the side of computer

simulation (chapter IV,VI). Furthermore, both approaches have led to

theoretical calculations(chapter III,V).

Chapter I and II deal with an extensive tracer-diffusion experiment

in the intermetallic compound CoGa. From this particular compound it was

expected that the self-diffusion behaviour could be well investigated as

a function of temperature and composition. In chapter I measurements of

the Co diffusion are presented. On the basis of these first results it



seemed worthwhile to extend the range of the diffusion coefficients to

higher and lower temperatures, and moreover, to obtain additional

information from the diffusion of the Ga component. The results of this

continued study are described in chapter II. Analyses of the observed

diffusion behaviour reveals two processes for the Co diffusion as well as

for the Ga diffusion. Interpretations in terms of diffusion mechanisms

plead for the occurrance of coupled diffusion of Co and Ga via a new type

of defect, the so-called triple defect. In chapter III it is demonstrated

how the migration via these triple defects can be transformed into the

somewhat simpler way of displacement via bound divacancies.

On the other hand we have attacked the theoretical difficulties of

diffusion in binary solid systems with the aid of computer simulation.

This technique offers the possibility of an "exact" solution of complex

physical problems - of course within the limitations of a theoretical

model - , whereas analytical calculations usually require more or less

rough approximations. In chapter IV we have performed Monte Carlo

computations of diffusion via vacancies in ordering binary alloys.

Hereby the atomic interactions are chosen similar to the Ising model.

The relevant factors that occur in the expressions for the diffusion

coefficients are calculated separately and are compared to the

analytical results of Kikuchi and Sato. Chapter V gives the theoretical

basis for the method of computation that was followed for the evaluation

of the diffusion coefficients in the simulation. It is demonstrated that

correct correlation factors can be obtained from a very small average

number of jumps per atom. Finally, chapter VI contains the computer

simulation results for the quantities that describe the thermodynamic

equilibrium states of order. These so-called long- and short-range order

parameters are also compared to the analytical calculations of Kikuchi

and Sato.



CHAPTER I

MEASUREMENTS OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS OF Co

IN THE INTERMETALLIC COMPOUND CoGa
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Measurements of Diffusion Coefficients of "To
in the Interinetnllie, Compound CoGa

By

N. A. STOI.WI.IK, T.. Srnri.iT, Jl. A. HOET.IKS-KI.IKKL, and H. KAKKEK

Diffusion coefficients of ""Co are measured in the intermetallie compound CoGa for five compo-
sitions containing 45.2 to UO.O at°0 Co. in the temperature range from SOO to 10.">I> <'. The variation
of the activation energy with composition shows a small but sharp decrease at an off-stoiehio-
inetric composition. A linear relation is found between the logarithm of the frequency factor and
the activation energy. The frequency factor attains remarkably high values. The composition
dependence of the diffusion coefficient exhibits an off-stoiehiometrie. temperature-dependent
inininium. Strong indications are found for a curvature in the In D versus 1/7* plots.

Jliffiisionskoeffizienten von mCo werden in der intermetallischen Verbindmig CoCia fiir fiinf
Zusammensetzungen von 4.5.2 bis (HU> At",', Co im Temperaturbereich von tiOO bis 1050 ;C ge-
niessfii. Her Verlauf der Aktivierungsenergie mit der Zusaniniensetzung zeigt eine kleine aber
scharfe Abrahme bei einer nichtstoichioinetrischen Zusammensetzung. Eine lineare Beziehung
•vvird z^isdien dem J.ogarithmus des Frequenzfaktors und der Aktivierungsenergie gefunden.
Der Fiv«iiienzfnktor erreieht auffallend hohe Werte. Die Ziisammensetzungsabhangigkeit des
Dii'fusionskoeffizienten wigt. ein nicht-stoichiometrisehes temperaturabhiingiges ^Minimum. Es
<ril»t starke Hinweise fiir eine Kriiminimg in einer In I) fiber 1/T-Darstellung.

1. IiHrodiH'tion

Tin1 iiitcriiu'tallic compound OoOn, as a refircscntativo of VII1-11.1A ronipounds,
cxIiiMls some intcrestinji features.

Like most of these compounds it crystallizes in the H2 ((1s(1l) structure and exists
over a wide homogeneity range around the stoichioinetric composition 111. The
microscopic structure turns out to be different on both sides of the stoiehiometry:
on the cobalt-rich side cobalt atoms are substituted on the gallium subhittice. whereas
on the gallium-ricli side structural vacancies are formed on the cobalt sublattice [2. :?].
Furthermore the material presents a special type of disorder: at higher temperatures
tlio'inal vacancies and thermal anti-structure atoms are easily formed. Jn this way the
thermal vacancy content may even amount to 5",, |2. 3] (cf. a vacancy concentration
of 0.01",, tor purest metals at the melting point).

The material is also interesting from a magnetic point of view. Many investigations
on magnetic properties have been performed ['2 to C>|. From this work it becomes clear
that the anti-structure atoms are mainly responsible for the magnetic behaviour.
However, strong effects are found from the thermal pretreatment of the samples.
At higher temperatures the magnetic susceptibility becomes even time-dependent.

Also the behaviour of gases in this compound seems worthwhile to study: injected
helium appears to diffuse as a substitutional |7j. the first time such a mechanism was
found for helium diffusion.

."Moreover, in a simple nearest ^neighbour-interact ion model it is possible to connect
the tliei'inodyiiamic activities of both components with vacancy and anti-structure
atom concentrations [S. !>|.
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Thus, many characteristics of the intermetallic compound an* related to defect
content and defect mobility.

Among othei' tt'i-hnuinrs. tracer diffusion experiments offer a possibility to study
defect content and defect migration. An advantage of this technique is that the ex-
perimental results are usually n factor of ten more accurate than the results from
other experiments, a disadvantage being thut the effects of defect concentration and
defect mobility are not easily distinguishable. To get a picture of these separate
(jnantities. tracer diffusion measurements must be supplemented by other source-
of information (e.g. after-effect and vacancy concentration measurements, desorption
of injected helium). At the moment such experiments are in progress in our laboratory.

As an example of YIIJ--1IIA compounds Co<ia was chosen, because of its wide
homogeneity range, tin* availability of practicable radioisotopes. the extremely large
concentration of vacancies at higher temperatures, and because of the rather extensive
number of magnetic measurements on this compound.

Kurtliennore. tracer diffusion measurements in Coda could supplement the tracer
diffusivities in N'iAl [10 to 12]. NiCa [i:i]. and FeAl 114]. which show considerable
mutual differences.

2. Ex|MTini('nhil Procedure

Weighed charges of colialt (!)J».1K)S",, pure) and of gallium (<»!•.!>!»!)!»",, pure) were
premelted together at 1200 (' in an alumina crucible, placed in an evacuated quartz
ampulla. After that the compound was urc-melted several times under argon atmos-
phere. Subsequently it was arc-melted again and cast in a water-cooled copper mould.
In this way a cylindrical ingot with a diameter of 12 mm was produced. From thi>
ingot a number of samples. 2 to .'{ nun thick, were cut by spark erosion and lapped
parallel-sided on a precision lapping device | I5j.

To remove mechanical stresses the samples were annealed at S00 ('. The grain
size turned out to be in the order of 1 mm. 60('o was electroplated onto one of the flat
surfaces of the sample, the radioactive layer being about 1.0 um thick. The plating
hath consisted of a solution of 54 g ammonium oxalale and 13.1 g oxalic acid. The
pH value was brought up to a value of 4 with ammonia. Radioactive 6nCo and cobalt
carrier were added in the form of CoD.,.

For the diffusion anneal the sample was sealed in an evacuated quartz ampulla.
To avoid contact with the silica, the sample was packed in alumina. The temperature
was measured and controlled by means of calibrated 1M -Pt 10",, Rh thermocouples.
The absolute error in the temperature measurement was estimated to amount to
I K. whereas the temperature control was within 0.1 K. For details see [l'»],

Tlu- annealing time for (he diffusion runs was chosen so long that the radioactivity
was easily measurable down to a depth of 100 jj.ni.

To eliminate the effect of surface diffusion, a thin layer from the cylindrical surface
of the sample had to be removed. Since (\>(<a is not machinable in a mechanical way.
a special spark erosion device was developed for this aim. An additional profit of
such a spark erosion treatment was that the sample was completely circular wit hip
2 a.m. This made it possible to determine the flat surface size accurately with a cali-
brated micrometer.

With the precision lapping device 10 to 15 layers were taken off. The thickness of
the layers varied between <> and lOjxm. while the decrease of radioactivity was always
at least a factor of ten. Lapping was carried out with 15 jj.ni diamond paste, yielding
very smooth surfaces despite the relatively large diamond grains. Sometimes sectioning
was somewhat complicated by the extreme brittleness of the material.
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After dissolving the removed sort ions in nitric- acid, y-activity was counted with
the aid of a Nal scintillator and a single-channel pulse height analyzer. The activity
was integrated up from an adjustable lower level. Corrections were made for back-
groiind and counterdrift. Tlie error in the diffusion coefficient, due to counting error:*..
proved to lie about l"0.

Applying the buoyant and pyknometric methods, the density of the samples was
measured with an accuracy of 0.5",,.

.Diffusion coefficients were obtained from a least-squares fit of the data, standard
errors usually being about l"0.

A numerical procedure was developed to correct the slope of the penetration curve
for variations in layer thickness. This resulted in 0.2 to 1.0",, lower 7)-values than
those obtained from simple data point fitting. The procedure was based on an ex-
tension of the calculation of Sln'rn et al. [17]. Corrections for the finite thickness of
t he radioactive deposit turned out to be negligible. Deviations of the data points from
the best penetration curve could be attributed to small random misalignments in
sample mounting, in combination with inhomogeneities of the electroplated layer.

if possible samples were used more than once. Measurements were carried out in
random order. The total absolute accuracy was estimated to be better than 4",,. The
relative accuracy, being important for the evaluation of activation energies, was
about 2",,.

:t. itesults
The diffusion coefficients of five compositions (45.2. 4S.0, 50.0, 5U.0. and 00.0 at",,

Co) were measured for five different temperatures in the range 800 to 1050 CC. They
are listed in Table 1.

To test the reproducibility of the experimental method the diffusion coefficient of
the 4S at",, Co composition at !)()() C was measured twice on two different samples.
• ill from different ingots. This resulted in /^-values that agreed within the estimated
error (see Table 1).

The composition dependence of the diffusion coefficient at different temperatures
is shown in Fig. 1.

The data have been analyzed in terms of the Arrhenius equation

• ( - RT

50 55
•••.imposition [at'foCo

Fiji. 1. Tho variation of the Co diffusion coef-
ficient with composition at different tempera-
tures (D in cm-/s). (1) T — 1050. (2)1000.

(3) 950. (4) 5)00, (5) 850, ((>) 800 °tt

10

Fig. 2. A typical plot for the temperature
dependence of the Co diffusion coefficient for

various compositions (I> in cm2/s)
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Table 1
Diffusion coefficients of 60Co for five compositions

of CoOa

composition
(at"0 Co)

45.2

48.0

50.0

50.O

i

oo.o

\
!

temperature
C O

800.0
S50.0
950.0

1000.0
1050.0

799.9
849.9
900.0
900.0
949.9

1(10(1.1

800.0
875.0
949.9

1000.0
10.10.0

849.9
899.3
950.0
999.8

1049.U

800.0
850.0
900.0
975.5

1049.9

Co diffusion
; (om-

2.61 X
1.01 X
1.14 x
3.50 x
9.02 ^

1.70 X
7.52 X
2.9(5 \
2.85 ...
1.11 X
3.01 •

2.34 X
1.93 X
1.28 X
4.17 X
1.22 X

2.52 X
7.98 x
2.81 X
8.29 X
2.2(5 x

1.58 x
5.45 X
1.85 X
9.01 x
3.S0 x

coefficient
/s)

10-is

lo-u
lO-io
lO-io
lO-io

jo-i-
]0"l2
10-n
lo-u
HI-"'
lO-io

lo-i-
10-n
lO-io
lO-io
io-» •
U r n
l()-n

10-io
11,-in
io-°
10-H
ltr'i
10-io
lO-io
lO-9

wliere />0 is the (apparent) frequency factor and Q the (a])parent) activation energy.
Pig. '2 shows a typical In 1) versus 1/21 plot, representing the Co50({a50 data. The drawn
straight line is a least-squares fit of the data, yielding the most provable Q- and />„-
value and their standard errors as given in Table 2.

The variation of Q and Do as a function of composition is displayed graphically in
Pig. lia and )», respectively.

Table 2
Activation energies (Q) and frequency factors (Do) for the

diffusion of 60Co in CoOa

composition
(at% Co)

45.2
48.0
50.0
56.0
00.0

Q
(keal/mol)

00.05 ± 0.42
72.30 ± 0.83
70.59 ± 0.44
00.92 ± 0.8(5
02.07 + 0.44

In /
111 1.

4.581 -i-
0.S21 ±
0.319 -4

, 5.557 ±
4.231 -4-

0

0.176
0.300
0.187
0.358
0.190 i

A
(cni-'/s)

97.05
916.9
555.0
259.0
68.(51
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I -:f

3.-.

\7

~ 50 5:\
composition [at % Co] —

53 55 c?
composition (of % Co) •

Fin. 3. The variation of the a) activation energy and b) frequency factor for the diffusion of Co
as a function of composition

In measuring Co61(3a36 difficulties arose such as considerable scatter in the In D
versus 1/7' plot and non-reproducibility of individual data points. These effects are
probably due to the vicinity of the phase boundary [1], Nevertheless a value for Q
of (54 ± 3) kcal/mol and for />„ of (5 ± 4) cm2/s seems to be realistic.

•4. Discussion
From the penetration plots it appears that the measured diffusion coefficients

represent bulk diffusion. Though the samples were polycrystalline, the-effect of grain
boundary diffusion turned out to be negligible.

An interesting outcome of the experiment is the composition dependence of the
activation energy and the frequency factor. The variation of Q with increasing C!a
content shows a rather steep decrease of about 5 kcal/mol near the 48at% Co
composition (see Fig. 3a). A decrease of the same nature has been reported for Xi
diffusion in XiAl [10], arising at the same side of stoic-biometry (at 49.5 at "0 Xi).
However, the decrease in NiAl is much larger (about 25 kcal/mol). Similar sharp
transitions are found for the diffusion of Co in XiAl [11], In in XiAl [12], and Co in
CoAl [18].

As an explanation of this behaviour the occurrence of structural vacancies at the
Al-rich side of stoichiometry has been proposed. Since these vacancies are predominant
at this side of stoichiometry the diffusion activation energy can be interpreted as
the vacancy migration energy only, whereas on the Xi-rich side vacancy migration
energy as well as vacancy formation energy is involved. However, in XiGa [13] a drop
in the activation energy and so a possible influence of structural vacancies is not
manifest.

Fig. 4. The variation of In Do with Q for the Co diffusion in
CoGa (Do in cm-/s) 70

S(kcalfmol)-
75
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It is remarkable that In Do and Q exhibit a similar variation as a function of compo-
sition (see Fig. 3a and b): In Do also drops off sharply between 45 and 48at"0 Co.
Therefore in Fig. 4 In Bo is plotted versus Q. For Cc0 ̂  4S°O the relation between
both quantities turns out to be linear within experimental error, including the some-
what less reliable result of the (54at°(, Co composition. (A linear relation between
In Do and Q is equivalent with the intersection in one point of the extrapolated In D
versus \jT lines. For CoGa the intersection temperature is about 2025 K.) The data
for ceo = 45.2",, do not fit the straight line in Fig. 4. We note that these data also
yielded a point on the Ga-rich side of the sharp decrease in Fig. 3a and b.

We have also plotted In Do versus Q for other intermetallic compounds. For XiAl
[10 to 12] it is possible to distinguish between two straight lines, one corresponding
to compositions on the Xi-rich side of the drop in Q, the other to the Al-rich side.
This holds for all tracers used. On the contrary, the XiGa results [13] can be represented
by one single straight line for the Xi diffusion as well as for the Ga diffusion, this in
combination with the absence of a sharp decrease in Q.

The values for a and b in the expression

In Do — uQ + b

are listed in Table 3. There is a notable resemblenee between the a-values for the
Co diffusion in CoGa and the Xi and Co diffusion in NiAl. The relation between In Do
and Q suggests a linear relation between the diffusion entropy and enthalpy. Such a
relation has already been proposed in the case of pure metals by Zener [19].

In CoGa. the frequency factor for the Co diffusion varies strongly with composition
and reaches remarkably high values. This is in clear contrast with XTiAl and X'iGa
in which frequency factors range from normal to very low values. On the contrary,
high Z)0-values are also found in the interinetallie compound FeAl [14].

The meaning of a high frequency factor in relation to the diffusion mechanism is
not well known. High Z>0-values are not only found in intermetallic compounds but
also in some alkali halides (Na+ in XaCl [20], K+ and Cl~ in KC1 [21]) and in the
neighbourhood of a phase transition (atomic in CuZn [22], magnetic in FeSi [23], etc.).

Fig. 1 illustrates the composition and temperature dependence of the diffusion
coefficient of Co in CoGa. The variation with composition is more or less V-shaped
with a minimum of D at an off-stoiehiometric composition. Further, the composition
at which this minimum occurs is temperature-dependent.

Characteristics like these are previously reported in papers on XiAl [10] and XiGa
[13]. Relative to their melting temperatui'es, the Z)-values for Co diffusion in CoGa

Table 3
The values for the parameters a and 6 in the expression In D0(c) =
= aQ(c) -f & for both sides of the sharp decrease at Cj in the Q vs.
c plot. (Q and Do are expressed in kcal/mol and cms/s, respectively,

and c represents the Co or Xi concentration.)

C < Cy; j C > f j
compound tracer - i —

10 a , b I 10 a

CoGa Co [ j 2.49 i - 1 1 . 2

XiAl Ni ! 3.28 -23.1 | 2.2 I - 1 5
Co 4.2 - 2 7 , 2.70
In , 2.8 ' - 2 2 : 1.8

XiGa Xi I 4.90 —22.5

-17.0
- 1 0

Ga | 4.56 -22.8 1} f o r a l1 c-v a l l l 0 S
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Fig. 5. The deviations of the least-mean-square lines plotted
against the ordinal number of the Co diffusion coefficients, arrang-
ed according to decreasing temperature (see Fig. 2). o 45.2. _l 48.

• f»0, _ ot>, A 60 at°0 Co

are comparable or somewhat lower than those for Ni
diffusion in XiAl. For XiCa, the normalized diffusion
coefficients are factors of 10 to 100 greater.

Close examination of the five In D versus \)T plots
seems to reveal a slight but systematic curvature. Tins is ' 1 2 3k
emphasized' by Fig. 5, where'the deviations of the least- ordinol number •
mean-square lines have been plotted against the ordinal
number of the diffusion coefficients, arranged according
to decreasing temperature. A curvature of the same nature has been observed in
XiAl [10].

Xow, we will compare the tracer diffusion results with other sources of information:
magnetic relaxation, vacancy formation, and helium desorption experiments. Let us
first consider magnetic relaxation.

CoGa, quenched from high temperature contains an excess of vacancies and so of
anti-structure atoms. At temperatures where the vacancies becomes 'mobile, the
material will establish thermodynamic equilibrium by elimination of vacancies and
so of anti-structure atoms. Since Co atoms on the "wrong" sublattice are mainly
responsible for the magnetic properties of CoGa, the compound exhibits a magnetic
after-effect. A measurement of the relaxation times as a function of temperature
yields the activation energy for vacancy migration. A value of 3G kcal/mol was found
for CoS6Ga44 and similar values for other compositions [24].

Furthermore, it is possible to estimate vacancy formation energies from density
experiments, performed by Berner et al. [3]. For Co56Ga44 one then arrives at a value
in the order of 10 kcal/mol.

A sum of 46 kcal/mol of both energies is in good agreement with a value obtained
from desorption measurements of injected helium [7]. From the shape of the desorp-
tion curve it is concluded that helium diffuses as a substitutional in CoGa. If the
helium-vacancy exchange frequency is large compared with the other vacancy ex-
change frequencies, it can be shown that the activation energy for the desorption
process must be interpreted as a self-diffusion activation energy. An investigation
of helium in CoS6Ga44 yields (40 i 5) kcal/mol, supporting the results of relaxation
and vacancy formation experiments.

So there is a discrepancy between these values and the 60Co self-diffusion activation
energy of 0(5.9 kcal/mol of the same composition. However, it must be pointed out
that not all activation energies bear upon the same temperature range. On the one
hand, the distances to be covered in relaxation and helium desorption experiments
are only small, so that these phenomena take place around 000 °C, whereas on the
other hand, penetration depths of tens of microns are necessary for a conventional
tracer diffusion experiment. To restrict diffusion anneals to reasonable times the latter
experiments have been carried out in the temperature range of 800 to 1050 °C.

The above-mentioned curvature in the In D versus ijT plots is remarkable in this
respect that it could give rise to a removal of this discrepancy. In order to check
whether the discrepancy is realistic or not, in our laboratory techniques are being
developed which will allow tracer diffusion measurements at lower temperature.
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Abstract

In the ordered B2 compound CoGa self"diffusion coefficients of both

Co and Ga have been measured for five compositions, namely 60.0, 56.0,

50.0, 48.0 and 45.2 at % Co, covering a large diffusivity range from 10

-14 2
to 10 cm /s. In addition a small number of self-diffusion coefficients

has been determined for four intermediate compositions, namely 58.0, 54.0,

52.0 and 47.0 at % Co. The Arrhenius plots for the Co and Ga diffusion

in every con>;osition are curved and can be fitted to the sum of two exponen-

tials: D = D e a + D , e D . The lower activation energies and

frequency factors for the Co diffusion have average values of 2.4 eV and

0.7 cm /s, respectively. This Co process has been attributed to diffusion

via single vacancies and nearest-neighbour jumps. For every composition

the other Co activation energy equals one of the Ga activation energies

within error limits at values of about 3.1 eV. The associated Co frequency

factors are in the order of 1000 cm /s and the Ga frequency factors about

a factor of four less. These processes have been identified to represent

coupled diffusion of Co and Ga via divacancies. The second exponentials

of the Ga diffusion are characterized by very large activation energies of

7 2
about 4.4 eV and very large frequency factors of the order of 10 cm /s.
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The relation between the logarithm of the frequency factor and the activation

energy turns out to be almost linear for all components, diffusion mechanisms

and compositions involved. The combined diffusion of Co and Ga has been

worked out in more detail in view of the special type of defect structure in

CoGa. This leads to the concept of the triple defect as a special and predo-

minant type of divacancy. Expressions have been derived for the Co and Ga dif-

fusion coefficients via triple defects in terms of the relevant quantities:

defect availability, defect-atom exchange frequencies and correlation factors.

Finally the triple defect is discussed as an alternative for the six-jump

cycle for the interpretation of diffusion measurements in intennetallic

compounds with the B? structure.
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]. Introduction

Contrary to what is known about diffusion in pure metals the knowledge

of diffusion in concentrated binary alloys and intertnetallic compounds is rather

scarce. This is partly due to experimental difficulties in the preparation of

samples. For another part it can be ascribed to the lack of a tractable theore-

tical framework in which the experimental results can be interpreted. Moreover,

in order to make an identification of self-diffusion behaviour in terms of

diffusion mechanisms, it is necessary to determine diffusion coefficients for

both components in a large temperature and diffusivity range. Since it is also

desirable to investigate the composition dependence of the atomic migration,

a considerable number of tracer-diffusion measurements is required.

Most work on diffusion in ordered binary systems has been performed on

intermetallic compounds with the B2 (CsCl) structure. By several authors

the results of diffusion measurements in these compounds have been interpreted

in terms of the so-called six-jump cycle mechanism. In such a cycle a single

vacancy migrates along a strictly defined path, initially displacing atoms

to the wrong sublattices, but finally restoring complete atomic order

(Huntington, Miller and Nerses 1961; Elcock and McCombie 1958; Elcock I959).

This mechanism has been proposed for AuCd (Huntington et al. 1961; Gupta,

Lazarus and Liebermann I967), for AgMg (Domian and Aaronson 1964; Wynblatt

1967), for AuZn (Gupta and Liebermann 1971), for FeCo (Fisbman, Gupta and

Liebermann 1970) and for CoGa (Bose, Frohberg and Wever 1979). Other authors

either suggest different mechanisms, for example next-nearest neighbour

jumps, or do not propose a mechanism at all: for AgMg (Hagel and Westbrook

1961), for CuZn (Kuper, Lazarus, Manning and Tomizuka 1956; Peterson and

Rothman 1967, 1970), for NiGa (Donaldson and Rawlings 1976) and for NiAl

(Hancock and McDonnell 1971; Lutze-Birk and Jacobi 1975).
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Starting from a nearest-neighbour interaction model, Kikuchi and Sato

(1969, 1972) were able to derive expressions for the self-diffusion coefficients

in B2 compounds, migration occurring by single vacancies and nearest-neighbour

jumps. Other theoretical work on ordered binary alloys was done by Bakker,

Stolwijk, Van der Mey and Zuurendonk (1976), who carried out Monte Carlo

computer simulations and by Bakker (1979) who developed a model for the

calculation of the correlation factors.

In all the theoretical approaches mentioned above, it is assumed that

diffusion occurs by single vacancies only. However, for a number of pure fee

and bec metals and also for a number of ionic compounds i-t is now generally

accepted that more extended defects (for example divacancies) contribute to the

diffusivity (Peterson 1975; Mundy, Rothman, Lam, Hoff and Nowicki 1978;

Maier, Mehrer and Rein 1979). This raises the question, whether more complicated

defects could be also operative in migration processes in the B2 structure.

Regarding the defect structure of the B2 compounds (AB) two types can

be distinguished. Many compounds of this class exhibit a "normal" disordering

behaviour: the higher the temperature the more atoms of both atomic species

are situated on the "wrong" sublattices. Likewise, when one of the components

is added in excess, it settles on the other sublattice. A typical example

of a compound with this defect structure is 3 CuZn.

For a number of intermetallic compounds AB with the B2 structure a

special type of disorder at higher temperatures has been demonstrated. This

disorder consists of the formation of thermal vacancies on the one sublattice

(A sublattice), accompanied by the substitution of A atoms on the other sub-

lattice (anti-structure atoms; Wasilewski 1968; Berner, Geibel, Gerold and

Wachtel 1975; Meyer, Wachtel and Gerold 1976; see also Neumann, Chang and Lee

1976). In this, the creation of two thermal vacancies occurs always in combi-

nation with the formation of one anti-structure atom. This type of defect
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structure has been termed the triple-defect structure (Wasilewski, Butler

and Hanlon 1968; Wasilewski 1968; Donaldson and Rawlings 1976). Futhermore,

when B atoms are added in excess, structural vacancies are formed, which shows

that B atoms scarcely substitute on the A sublattice (Berner et al. 1975;

Meyer et al. 1976; Neumann et al. 1976). Theoretical calculations on the

concentration of vacancies and anti-structure atoms and other thermodynamic

properties of such compounds have been performed by Neumann et al. (1976),

Bakker and Van Ommen (1978) and Edelin (1979). In particular in a number of

VIII-1IIA compounds the occurrence of this structure is now well established

experimentally. An example of such a compound is CoGa.

For several reasons CoGa promises to be a good choice to investigate the

diffusion behaviour in compounds with the triple-defect structure by means of

tracer-diffusion measurements. Firstly the defect structure is well established:

many vacancies can exist on the Co sublattice combined with anti-structure Co

atoms on the Ga sublattice, whereas the Ga atoms do not show any detectable

tendency to accomodate on the Co sublattice (Wachtel, Linse and Gerold 1973;

Berner et al. 1975). Secondly there is already much known about CoGa from other

sources of information: magnetic relaxation, vacancy formation and helium

desorption experiments (see Stolwijk, Spruijt, Hoetjes-Eijkel and Bakker

1977). Thirdly, suitable radioisotopes are available. Finally the composition

range wherein the homogeneous phase CoGa exists is wide (Feschotte and Eggi-

mann 1979). Owing to the latter quality the composition dependence of the

diffusion behaviour can be well investigated.

In a previous study of tracer diffusion in CoGa, carried out by

Stolwijk et al. (1977), diffusion coefficients of Co were measured in five

compositions in the range A5-60 at % Co over 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. An

interesting outcome of that investigation was the occurrence of high activation

energies and high frequency factors. Besides, strong indications were found
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for curvatures in the Arrhenius plots. The present study was undertaken

on the basis of these earlier results, because it seemed worthwhile to extend

the temperature range of the Co measurements as far as possible. Furthermore,

Ga diffusion coefficients were necessary to obtain a more complete picture

of the atomic migration in this compound.

Recently Bose et al. (1979)published diffusion coefficients of Co and

72

Ga in CoGa, for which, however, the temperature range is rather limited.

The results of this investigation will be discussed and compared to the results

of the present study.

2. Experimental methods

Many of the applied experimental techniques have been described in a previou

publication on measurements of Co diffusion in CoGa (Stolwijk et al. 1977).

These are sample preparation, diffusion annealing, electroplating of the Co

tracer, removal of a lateral surface layer to eliminate possible effects of

surface diffusion, counting of radioactivity and precision lapping. Here we

will deal only with those experimental procedures that differ for the Ga

measurements in comparison with the Co measurements. Also attention will be

given to adaptations in the sectioning technique, required to allow diffusion

-12 -14 2
coefficients in the range of 10 - 10 cm /s to be measured with the same

lapping device as described earlier (Leblans and Verheijke 1963/64).

The radioisotope Ga was electroplated from a bath consisting of a

solution of 10gNa0H/l and 0.5 g Ga /I. Both the Ga tracer and Ga carrier

were added in the form of an acqueous solution of GaCl,. The deposition was

performed at room temperature with a current density of 0.25 A/cm , during

which the electrolyte was steadily stirred. After a deposition time in the

order of minutes a radioactive layer with a thickness in the order of a tenth
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of a micron was obtained. Because of the short half-life time of Ga of 78

hours, it was necessary to produce (thin) deposition layers with a high

initial activity. Since it is also required to employ limited quantities of

radioactive material, the volume of the electrolyte bath had to be kept as

small as possible (5 ml).

Preliminary Ga measurements were carried out on samples that were plated

one-sided as we did for Co. However, after the diffusion anneal the radio-

activity appeared to be spread homogeneously over the whole sample surface,

apparently due to a high surface diffusivity of the Ga. This effect, however,

violates the boundary conditions of the thin film solution of Fick's second

law for a semi infinite medium, namely

2
C(x,t) = M . exp(- — ) , (1)

(irDt)2 ADt

where C(x,t) is the concentration of the tracer at a depth x from the surface

plane after an annealing time t, M is the original quantity of tracer

deposited at the surface and D is the diffusion coefficient. The problem

arising from the fast surface diffusion was solved by plating the whole

surface of the sample with Ga, that is the two plane sides as well as

the lateral side. For this a cylindrical platinum anode was used.

The removal of a layer of the lateral sample side to avoid surface

diffusion effects was done by spark erosion or with the aid of a specially

constructed grinding machine. The latter was developed to machine small

samples with short penetration depths and for reasons of efficiency and

economy. The diameter of the samples was determined by the use of a

travelling microscope.
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Penetration profiles were measured by means of a conventional mechanical

sectioning technique. In comparison with our earlier Co measurements (Stolwijk

et al. 1977) this technique has been further developed, so that thinner

sections could be taken off accurately. Consequently we were successful

in extending the range of measurable diffusion coefficients to lower

temperatures. On the other hand the corresponding, allowed reduction of annealing

times enabled us to carry out a large number of Ga measurements in a relatively

short time. Sections as thick as 20 Mm or as thin as 0.5 um could be

taken off now by one and the same lapping technique.

Before the removal of the first layer the sample was fixed on an auxiliary

stainless steel plate by means of a co-polymerized cold-curing cement. During

the whole sectioning procedure the sample was not taken off this plate. In

this way manipulations with the sample were facilitated and the error due to

misalignments was reduced. Now it was possible to realize the initial alignment

of the sample within the first few tenths of a micron of penetration depth.

The lapping was carried out on copper foil using 7 or 3 wn diamond paste,

depending on the required thickness of the layers. For sections in the order

of 0.5 urn the copper was covered by adhesive teflon foil of 0.05 mm thick,

yielding mirrorlike surfaces.

The section thickness was determined from the weight loss of the sample

plus plate as a whole with the aid of a Mettler M5 balance with a accuracy of

5 )jg. After completing the sectioning procedure a correction was made for the

difference in total weight loss of the sample alone and of the sample plus plate

together. This resulted in a systematic negative correction on D of about

2% on the average.

Counting was performed directly on the copper foils. One of the sections

was used as a standard to monitor radioactive decay and counterdrift.
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Fig.la: Typical penetration profiles for the self diffusion in CoGa at higher

temperatures. Specific activity C in arbitrary units, penetration depth x in urn.

• 60Co in Co QGa at 1150°C; T 6°Co in Co 5 6 Q G a ^ Q at 1000°C;

• 67Ga in Co 4 5 ,;Ga g at 1100°C; A
 67Ga in Co

Q

at 1050°C.

200

F_i_Hjb: Typical penetration profiles for the self diffusion in CoGa at lower

temperatures. Specific activity C in arbitrary units, penetration depth x in ym.

• 6°Co in Co.. ,,Gac. o at 725°C; V
 &°Co in Co

'45.2""54.8

D 67Ga in Co 5 6 > 0Ga 4 4_ Q at 775°C; A

60.0Ga40.0 at 575°C;

67Ga in Co 5 [ ) t 0Ga 5 0 > 0 at 725°C.
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Fig.lc: Self-diffusion penetration plots in CoGa for lower temperatures,

showing curved tails.

• 60Co in C o 5 0 0 G a 5 at 650°C; • 67Ga in at 75O°C.
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In a few cases the diffusion coefficients of Co and Ga were measured

simultaneously by plating both tracers subsequently onto the sample surface.

Counting separation was done by energy discrimination, as allowed by the

different y spectra of the isotopes Co and Ga. Checks of the Co countings

after decay of the short-lived Ga isotope yielded agreements in the determined

Co diffusion coefficients within 2%.

The complete set of diffusion coefficients for one composition was

obtained employing various samples from different ingots. The samples were

used more than once. The Co and Ga measurements were carried out on the same

samples.

3. Results

In fig.la and lb typical penetration profiles are shown for both the Co

and Ga diffusion in different compositions. Fig.la covers the high temperature

region, whereas fig.lb is representative for penetration plots at relatively

low temperatures. All these plots show straight lines over at least a factor

of ten in specific activity C. On some of the penetration profiles the first

few points are high. This phenomenon, also reported by other authors, may be

due to fixation of the tracer at the sample surface. Two penetration plots

for lower temperatures, showing curved tails, are displayed in fig.lc. In

the Co plot the upward curvature appears after a decrease of two decades

in C, in the Ga plot after one decade. These curvatures can naturally be

associated with diffusion along short-circuiting paths. Apparently this effect

is more pronounced for Ga than for Co, which is not surprising in view of

the fast surface diffusion of Ga.

Diffusion coefficients, ranging from 10 to 10 cm Is, were evaluated

from the slopes of the penetration plots according to eq.(l). For five compo-

sitions, namely 60.0, 56.0, 50.0, 48.0 and 45.2 at % Co, ten or more diffusion
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coefficients for Co as well as for Ga were obtained in a relatively large

temperature range. These diffusion coefficients are listed in table I.

The corresponding Arrhenius plots are displayed in fig.2a, b, c, d and e.

Table I and fig.2a-e contain also the earlier measurements on Co diffusion

of Stolwijk et al. (1977). (These are labelled in table I by ').

Fig.2d presents also the diffusion coefficients of Co and ~Ga in

Co.g <;Gar| A measured by Bose, Frohberg and Wever (1979).

A small number of Co and Ga diffusion coefficients were determined

simultaneously after a joint diffusion of the Co and Ga isotope. The

resulting values of D~ and D., are indicated in table I by the superscript

In one case the diffusion was partly simultaneous, which means that the Ga

tracer was plated onto and diffused into the sample after the Co diffusion

had already taken place for a considerable period of time (table I, 45.2 at % Co,

indication ) . This procedure was followed in order to match the Co and Ga

penetration depths.

All the Arrhenius plots of fig.2a-e are curved. For some of them this

can be seen with the naked eye. For other plots it becomes clear from the syste-

matic deviations of the data points from a single-exponential least-squares

fit. Therefore the Arrhenius plots were fitted to the sum of two exponentials:

exp(-Qa/kT) + D Q b exp(-Qb/kT), (2)

where Q and Q, represent activation energies and D and D , frequency
a o oa OD

factors, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is absolute temperature. Eq.(2)

implies that the diffusion occurs via two mechanisms.
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Temperature Annealing time

<°C) (s)
"Co

(cm2/s)

Temperature Annealing time D

(s)

Ga

(cm2/s)

Co60.0Ga40.0

1150

1049.9

975.5

900.0

850.0

800.0

750

725

700

675

650

625

600

575

\

4.54 xl0J

5.23 xlO3

l.436xl04

8.553xlO4

2:361xl05

5.92OxlO5

5.665xl04

1.028xl06

3.796xl06

9.'222xl05

l.567xl06

l.960xl06

4.235xl06

3.IO9xlO6

2.11x10

3.86x10

9.01x10

1.85x10

5.45x10

-8

,-9 d)

-10 d)

,-10 d)

-II d)

4.68x10

2.20x10

1.02x10

-12

-12

5.28x10

2.05x10

1.06x10

3.80x10

1.15x10

-13

-13

-13

f'*
-14a>

1150

1100

1050

1050

1000

950

950

900

850

850

800

750

725

700

5.24 xl0J

5.22 xlO3

4.81 xlO3

4.02 xlO3

5.42 xlO3

5.02 xlO3

4.81 xlO3

1.506xl04

5.677xl04

1.549xl05

I.822xlO5

5.086xl05

2.489xl05

4.927xl05

1.07x10

3.56x10
-V

1.25x10"1*

1.30x10

3.76x10

1.10x10

1.16x10

3.20x10

7.92x10

8.57x10

1.80x10

4.50x10

1.82x10

-5

-:;•?.

rri
-.m
- E

- C

- E

-R5

-13

Co56.0Ga44.0

1150

1150

I 100

1049.6

999.8

1000

950.0

950

899.3

849.9

775

700

675

650

625

5.34 xl0J

5.27 xlO3

3.42 xlO3

4.50 xlO3

1.800xl04

5.45 xlO3

7.37OxlO4

8.6O8xlO4

2.592xlO5

5. 138xlO5

4.00lxl04

l.794xlO6

l.644xlO6

2.685xlO6

1.2l9xlO6

1.33x10

1.45x10

6.00x10

2.26x10

8.29x10

7.92x10

-8 b>

-8

-9

-9 d)

-,0d>

-10

d)

-10
2.55x10

7.98X.0"11 d>

2.52x10-" d )

,-12
3. 10x10

3.42x10

1 .39x10

6.21x10

2.50x10

-13

r 1 3

-.4

-14

1150

1100

1050

1000

950

900

850

800

775

751

5.30 xlO"

5.44 xlO3

4.56 xlO3

5.43 xlO3

1.398x104

5.750x104

l.478xlO5

3.169xlO5

2.360xl05

1.647xlO5

7.30x10

2.44x10

7.35x10

-9

2.33x10

6.01x10

1.65x10

4.19x10

8.15x10

3.74x10

1.64x10

-1!

-IS

-12

-13

-13

-13
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Table I (continued)

Temperature Annealing time

(°C) (s)

"Co

(an /s)

Temperature Annealing time

(s)

"Ga

(em'/s)

Co50.0Ga50.0

1150

1100

1050.0

1000,0

949.9

875.0

800.0

750

725

690

650

639

5.23 x!0J

6.30 xlO3

I.I23X104

2.514x10*

8.688x10*

3.447xl05

I.802X106

I.12OXIO6

8.4O6xlO5

2.476xl06

5.140x)06

2.947xl06

8.38x10

3.24x10

1.22x10

4.17x10

-9

-9

-9 d)

1.28x10

1.93x10

2.34x10

-lid)

-12 d)

A.97x10

2.23x10

5.74x10

1.52x10

7.82x10

-13

-13

-14

-14

-15

1150

1100

1050

1000

975

925

900

850

800

775

775

750

725

5.21 xlO"

4.91 xl0J

4.54 xlO3

8.73 xlO3

I.085x!04

2.019x10*

5.870xl04

I.7IOXIO5

2.460x105

3.592xl05

2.56UI05

4.235xlO5

3.879xlO5

5.80xl0~9

2.09xl0"9

5.82x10

1.68x10

-10

-10

8.29x10

2.16x10

1.04x10

-1 1

2.39x10

5.41x10

-12

2.36x10

2.22x10

1.01x10

3.82x10

- 1 3

-13

-13

r 1 3

-14

C ° 4 8 . 0 G a 5 2 . 0

H50

1500

luOO. I

949.9

SQO.O

900.0

849.9

799.9

775

715

7C0

675

5.19 xlO'

3.54 xlO3

1.585x10*

7.645x10*

2.641xlO5

2.347xI05

6.764xlO5

1.289xlO6

5.O73xlO5

1.820XI06

2.345xlO6

1.117x106

7.42x10

3.03x10

3.61x10

1.11x10

2.96x10

2.85x10

-9

-10d)

,-lOd)

-lid)

7.52x10

— 11 d>

-12d)

1.76x10

7.66x10

9.71x10

5.73x10^

2.83x10

r 1 3

-I A

-14 a>

V

r 150

1150

1100

1050

1000

950

900

850

800

775

751

5.33

5.99 xlO3

4.83 xlO3

4.22 xlO3

5.75 xlO3

8.A5 xlO3

6.375x10*

2.59IxlO5.

7.164x10*

4.389x105

2.747xlO5

7.38:d0"9

2.05x10

5.91x10

1.68x10

-9

-10

-10

4.59x10

1.19x10

2.68x10"

-II

-1 1

5.27x10

2.51x10

1.22x10

-13

-13

-13



1100

1050

1050.0

1000.0

950.0

850.0

800.0

750

725

700

675

651

1000

1050

850

le 1 (continu«?«!)

rature Annealing time D,,
Ci o

) (s)

3.55 xlO3

5.34 xlO3

8.21 xlO3

2.222x10*

7.530x10*

l.l35x)06

l.724xlO6

l.020xl06

7.I96XI05

l.029xI06

l.IS8xlO6

9.364x105

\

5. 49xlO3

4.65 xlO3

1 468xlO5

(cm2/s)

2.74xlO~9

9.69xlO~10

9.62xlO~'°

3.50x10"'°

1.14x10*"'°

I.OIxIO""

2.6lxlO"12

5.86xlO~13

2.97xlO"13

l.56xlO~l3a

5.l7x!0~14

2.60x10"U

6.25X.O'10

l.30x»0~9

I.ISxlO"11

Tempe

(

C°45.2Ga54.8

o)

d)

d)
à)

d)

d)

1e)

CO58

CO54.

C O52.

1100

1100

1050

1000

950

875

850

780

750

725

700

674.5

650

.OGa42.O

1100

1050

950

850

850

.0Ga46.0

1100

1000

925

850

0Ga48.0

1100

1050

950

925

31

Annealing time

(s)

5.43 xlOJ

3.67 xlO3

5.34 xlO3

5.41 xlO3

7.27 xlO3

J.750xI04

6.125x10*

!.652xtO5

3.378x1O5

3.226xtO5

2.55OxlO5

l.57lxlO5

2.407x1O5

3.31 xlO

5.26 xlO3

1.075x10*

5.900x10*

8.432x10*

3.62 xlO'

5.12 xlO3

5.999x10*

).58OxlO5

3.26 xlOJ

5.1« xlO3

2.062x10*

1.443x10*

0
Ga

(cnT/s)

3.23x10

3.30x10

1.06x10

3.62x10

1.15x10

1.98x10

1.08x10

-9

f9

,-9b)

-10

-10

-1)

2.22x10-12

1.21x10

7.14x10

6.53x10

3.53x10

1.11x10

r 1 2

-13

-13a)c)

-13a)
-J3a)

2.92x10

9.22x10

8.19x10

5.71x10

5.35x10

-9

-10

-I 1

-12

-12

2.01x10

2.11x10

2.72x10

3.23x10

-9

-10

-1 i

-12

2.24x10

5.81x10

4.59x10

2.12x10

r9

-10
-11

-11
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Table I (continued)

Temperature Annealing time

(°C) (s)

"Co

(cra2/s)

Temperature Annealing time

<°C) (s)

Ga

(cm2/s)

850

824

Co47.0Ga53.0

1050

950

850

1

2

4

1

1

.679x10

.597xIO5

.59 xlO3

.546x10*

.603xl05

2.76x10

1.05x10

8.89x10

6.87x10

3.77x10

-12

-12

,-J0

-12

Not included in the analysis;

Simultaneous Co and Ga diffusion, see text;

Partly simultaneous Co and Ga diffusion, see text;

d-> Data of Stolwijk et al. 0977).

\
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T(°C)
1100 1000 900 800 700

10.8

D(cm2/s)

10-9

10JO

10-11

10-12

J310

10JV

I

C O

o • COBALT-60
• GALLIUM-67

60.0

600

V \
\ w

7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

-20.0

InD

-25.0

-30.0

11.0 12.0

Arrhenius plots for the self diffusion in Co Q 0Ga . Solid lines

represent least-squares fits to the sum of two exponentials. The point

represented by the open circle is not included in the fitting procedure.
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T(°C)
1100 1000 900 800 700

D(cm2/s)

10-11

J 210

10-'

70

C°56.0 GaU.O

COBALT-60
i GALLIUM-67

\ \
\

600

•

8.0 9.0 10.0

•20.0
inD

-25.0

30.0

11.0
1oVr IK"1)

12.0

Fig.2b.

Arrhenius plots for the self diffusion in Co^, nGa44 0' SoI-^d lines

represent least-squares fits to the sum of two exponentials.
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T(°C)
1100 1000 900 800 700

10_8

10-9

Dlcm2/s)

10-10

10,-11

10".12

10".13

I r

\

, \

C °50.0

w
\ \

• COBALT-60
• GALLIUM-67 w

600

\

-20.0

InD

-25.0

-30.0

70 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0

Fi8-2c.

Arrhenius plots for the self diffusion in Co^g oGa5O 0* So-1-^ lines

represent least-squares fits to a single exponential (Co) or to the

sum of two exponentials (Ga).
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T(°C)
1100 1000 900 800 700 600

10"

Dlcm2/s)

10

10"

-12

C % 8 . 0 G a 5 2 . 0

v o •COBALT-60
•GALUUM-67
A GALLIUM-72

-IQ-1^ _ A iBose.Frohberg and Wever,1979

I I
7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

-20.0

inD

-25.0

-30.0

11.0 12.0

Arrhenius plots for the self diffusion in Co,_ 0
Gaci? 0* S0*-^ lines

represent least-squares fits to a single exponential (Co) or to the

sum of two exponentials (Ga). Data represented by open symbols are

not included in the fitting procedure.
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10"

10
D(cm2/s)

,-9

10-10

10-11

10,-12

1310"

1 0 " U -

T(°C)
1100 1000 900 800 700 600

7.0

T T

\
C°t5.2 6a54.8

\

\

o • COBALT-60
a • GALLIUM -67

-20.0
inD

-25.0

-30.0

8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0

Fig.2e.

2
G a54 8' S o l i d l i n e sArrhenius plots for the self diffusion in

represent least-squares fits to the sum of two exponentials. Data

represented by open circles and squares are not included in the

fitting procedure.
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The fittings according to eq.(2) were made by the use of a non-linear

least-squares routine (Gersdorf and Muller 1979). All diffusion coefficients

involved in a fitting procedure were equally weighted. The diffusion coeffi-

a)
cients indicated by in table I and by open symbols in the figures 2a-e

were left out of the calculations. The resulting best approximations to

the data are drawn in fig.2a-e as solid lines. The evaluated parameters and

their standard deviations are listed in table Ila.

The overall standard deviation of the best approximation, s, is given

by the expression

™ (AD./D.)
2 i=l ,,,

s = (3)
NHM

whereby AD-/D. represents the relative deviation of the i-th measured

diffusion coefficient from the best line. N stands for the number of data

points and M equals the number of free parameters in the fitting procedure.

The overall standard deviations for Co as well as for Ga have average

values of about 5% (see s_ and Sg in table Ila). Hereby is expressed the

total experimental error in the diffusion coefficients, due to uncertainty

in the composition of the samples, annealing times and temperatures, and

initial misalignments. Also counting and weighing errors, as reflected

in the scatter in the penetration plots, account for a substantial part

(2% on the average) of the total inaccuracy.

In all cases the best fits on basis of eq.(2) show good approximations

to the data within the total experimental error. As far as this cannot be

seen from fig.2a-e, it becomes clear from the detailed results of the

least-squares fittings, especially from the random distribution of the

scatter about the best lines.
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For the Co diffusion in Co,,,. n G ac 0 Q and Co,g nGa,2 „ the fits to the

sum of two exponentials turned out to be not significant in the sense that

the resulting activation energies overlapped each other. This can be ascribed

to the fact that the corresponding Arrhenius plots are almost straight

(see fig.2c and 2d). Therefore we contented ourselves in the first instance

with one-exponential fits, as represented by the straight solid lines in

fig.2c and 2d. However, from inspection of the deviations of the measured

D values from these straight lines, a slight curvature becomes manifest.

From table Ila it appears that for every composition one of the Co

activation energies equals one of the Ga activation energies within accuracy

limits (Q, = Q a ) . This is also clear from fig.3a, where the activation

energies from table Ila are displayed as a function of composition. Advantage

was taken of this surprising result for the evaluation of the second exponen-

tials that are hidden in the slightly curved Arrhenius plots of the Co measure-

ments on Co.Q nGa,-Q Q and Co.g n C a ^ Q-
 F ° r this purpose we made a simultaneous

fit of the Co and Ga data of these compositions to the sum of two exponentials

each, whereby one restricting condition was imposed, namely Q = Q, . Then

a D

this procedure was also followed for the other compositions. In this way the

number of free parameters was reduced from 8 to 7. The results of these simul-

taneous fits that include a mutual coupling of one of the Co exponentials

and one of the Ga exponentials, are compiled in table lib. The corresponding

variation of the activation energies with composition is illustrated in fig.3b.

sCoG ^ n t n e * a s t c0*1111111 °f table Ila represents the overall standard devia-

tion of the best simultaneous fit.

To examine whether the above described approach is justified, we will

compare the results of table lib with those of table Ila, thereby using diffe-

rences in the standard deviations s. ga as a criterion. In the following we will

express s as a function s(M) of the number M of free model parameters

(see eq.(3)).



In table H a s_ „ (8 or 6) stands for the weighted mean of the standard
cooa
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deviations s,, (4 or 2) and s_, (4), obtained from the separate fits of the Co
Co w

and Ga data to one or two exponentials. Evidently this s will be also the
L0l?a

resulting overall standard deviation, when the Co and Ga data are fitted

simultaneously by one least-squares program, in which the Co and Ga exponentials

are completely separated. A comparison of s _ (6) from table H a with the

lower value of s_ ga (7) from table lib for Co oGa5Q Q ancl C o48 0Ga5"> 0

our earlier assumption of a second exponential for the Co diffusion in these

compositions. For the other compositions the additional restriction imposed on

the activation energies leads to equally good approximations, as is expressed

by the near equality of s o „ (8) from table H a and s_ „ (7) from table lib.

ooua coGa
During a certain period in the course of our investigation we thought

it worthwhile to carry out also measurements on intermediate compositions

(58.0, 54.0, 52.0 and 47.0 at % Co), especially for the Ga diffusion. According

as to the experimental work was progressing, it became the more clear that a

better policy would be to concentrate on a few compositions and extend the

temperature range for these as far as possible. Because of this the number of

measured diffusion coefficients in the intermediate compositions has been

limited as can be seen in table I. Though for the Ga data the covered temperature

interval is not too small, the scarcity of data prevents the obtainment of a

significant two exponential fit with all four parameters left free. To overcome

this difficulty one of the activation energies was interpolated from table H a ,

b and fig.3a,b. Reading the results of the least-squares fits from table H e ,

one must realize that the statistical interpretation of the standard deviations

is unreliable due to the small number of data. (For Co,, rpa^2 0 e v e n n o

standard deviations could be evaluated at all). Nevertheless it is striking
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I'.;Mo I I.i. ^see next pages).

Activation energies (Q) and frequency factors (D ) and their standard devia-

tions, resulting from separate fits of the Co and Ga diffusion coefficients

either to the sum of two exponentials or to a single exponential. s_ and s

denote the overall standard deviations from the least-squares fits, s „

is the weighted mean of s_ and s« .

a ) D G a = (2.I3 +°-\h x IO~4ca2/s; Q G a = I.69 t 0.10 eV. see text,
oc -O.Jo c

Table lib, (see next pages).

Activation energies (Q) and frequency factors (D ) and their standard deviations,

resulting from the simultaneous fits of the Co and Ga diffusion coefficients

to the sum of two exponentials with the restricting condition Q, ° = Q a.

sc G denotes the overall standard deviation from the least-squares fit.

s,, and s_ do not apply here.

b) D G a = (I.45 *°'ll) x IO~4 cm2/s; Q G a = I.65 ± 0.13 eV, see text.

Table H e . (see next pages).

Activation energies (Q) and frequency factors (D ) and their standard deviations

for intermediate compositions, resulting from three parameter fits of the Ga

diffusion coefficients to the sum of two exponentials, whereby Q a was inter-

3

polated from table Ila.b. s_ denotes the overall standard deviation from

the least-squares fit.
c)

Three data fitted by a model with three free parameters.
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Composition

(at X Co)

60.0

56.0

50.0

48.0

45.2

oa

(cnT/s)

QCo

(eV)

ob

(cm2/s)

(9.8923 3>x'0~ 2.33+0.10 (9.

(S^^'lbxlO"1 2.42+0.13 (1.

one exponential fit (3.

one exponential fit (8.

(3.65+°*!?)xl0~' 2,43+0.02 (I.

(eV)

3.05±0.22

3.13+0.12

3.02+0.02

3.13+0.01

3.19+0.02

3Co

6.1

4.3

8.0

5.2

4.5

Table l i b .

Composition

(at % Co)

60.0

56.0

50.0

48.0

45.2

oa

(cm2/s)

^a

(eV)

2.24±0.07

2.44±0.08

2.54±0.29

(2.10+!3
o)xl0"

3 2.17+0.73

^<:%

+0.32
-0.28'

2.56+0.05

(cm2/s) (eV)

2.91±0.7

3.14±0.07

3.12+0.07

3.19+0.04

(4.68:^)xlO3 3.38+0.08

Composition

(at % Co)

"able lie.

58.0

54.0

52.0

47.0
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oa

(«n2/s)

(5.i8:°-;

(6.63*[;j)xio'

(3.;

(9./
-0.9

^a

(eV)

2.8710.09

3.15+0.08

3.02+0.12

3.1410.11

3.4010.07

ob Ga

(8.19

(3.26

(1.80

(4.59

for

(cm2/s)

-3>'°5

^ • 8
) x i o

7

+'-°)x.06

!7;2)xio8

3.

4.

4.

4.

2 exponential

(eV)

9710.30

5010.47

12+0.19

79+0.48

,see a^

5

3

4

5

3

(%

.5

.9

.5

.5

.0

CoGa

(%)

5.7

4.2

6.6

5.3

3.8

(cm /s) (eV)

Co
'b

6°
b
Co

ob ^b

(cm2/s) (eV)

4.0910.29

4.4610.40

4.3210.20

5.0210.28

for 2n<* exponential, see

Ga

(2.65+!-f)xl09

CoGa

(%)

5.7

4.0

5.6

4.5

3.8

,Ga

(cm2/s)

Qa
(interpolated)

(eV)

ob

(cm2/s) (eV)

Ga

6.90 xlO

3.00

3.13

3.13

3.20 1.60

4.2510

3.7010

4.5710

4.08

.30

.52

.51

3.

6.

8.

0

3

6

6

c)
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Q(eV)

1.4
44.0 46.0 480 50.0 52.0 54.0 56.0 58.0 60.0

composition fat % Co)

The variation of the activation energies for the Co and Ga diffusion as

a function of composition according to table H a . For the compositions

48.0 and 50.0 at % Co only one Co activation energy has been calculated.

Error bars represent standard deviations from the least-squares fits.

Where no error bars are shown, the standard deviations are within the size

of the dots.
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Q(eV)

1.4
44.0 46.0 48.0 50.0 52.0 54.0 56.0 58.0 60.0

a « » — composition (at%Co)

Fig.3b.

'fhe variation of the activation energies for the Co and Ga diffusion as

a function of composition according to table lib. Error bars represent

standard deviations from the least-squares fits.
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how well the calculated D , D . and Q,a values of these intermediate

compositions fit in the picture, obtained from the other compositions. (See

table Ila, and fig.3a, b ) . Furthermore, the separate values of the diffusion

coefficients of the intermediate compositions for a particular temperature

lie always between the values of the other compositions at the same temperature.

This can be visualized by means of plots of D versus composition, which are

not given here.

4. Discussion

4.1. Penetration profiles and Arrhenius plots.

The straight penetration plots (fig.la, b) together with the incidentally

found curved tails at greater depths (relative to /bt; fig.lc) indicate

that lattice-diffusion coefficients have been measured, whereas the occurrence

of these tails itself is attributed to diffusion along short circuiting paths.

From these observations it is concluded that a certain amount of microporosity

in some of the samples and the fact that they were polycrystalline had apparently

little influence on the determination of the lattice~diffusion coefficients.

Curvatures in Arrhenius plots might also result from a substantial contri-

bution of fast diffusion paths at lower temperatures. That the latter effect

is not present here is clear from the calculated activation energies in

table Ila, b, c: for both Co and Ga the values of the lower energies are much

too high (relative to the melting temperature of CoGa) to correspond to diffusion

via short circuiting paths. In this respect also the almost straight Arrhenius

plots of Co-- r/"a50 0 anc* ^°48 0^a52 0 P^eacJ f o r lattice diffusion.

4.2. Comparison with earlier measurements on VIII-IIIA compounds.

First we will compare the present results with the results of the previous

work on Co diffusion in CoGa of Stolwijk et al. (1977). In the latter paper

it was noticed that the lnD versus I/T plots revealed a slight but systematic
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curvature in the temperature range 800-1050 C. This behaviour is confirmed

by the present investigation, in which the diffusion measurements for Co have

been extended to 1I5O°C in the high temperature region and to at least 675°C

at the low temperature side. It will be clear that the Co parameters evaluated

In the present study will differ in general from the parameter values in the

previous paper, which were calculated on the basis of a single-exponential

analysis. However, the latter Q and DQ values are the apparent activation

energies and frequency factors in the particular temperature range from 800 to

1050°C. Therefore they must be intermediate between the Q ° and oF° values

a b

and the D ° and D ° values of the present study. This is confirmed by comparison

of the present table lib with the previous table 2. Moreover, for the composi- .

tions 50.0 and 48.0 at % Co the present and previous single-exponential fits

yield the same apparent activation energies and frequency factors within

accuracy limits (table Ila).

Recently,measurements on self diffusion in CoGa of Bose et al. (1979)

were published. They have determined diffusion coefficients of Co and Ga

in four compositions, namely 48.6, 52.4, 54.3 and 57.2 at % Co, and in a

temperature interval of about 125°C around 1000°C. Their results for

Co.g gGajj ^ are shown in fig.2d together with the present results for

Co,g nGa52 rv Though these compositions are slightly different, they can be

well compared with each other. This is due to the fact that the variation

of D_ and Dr with composition is weak for higher temperatures around stoichio-
\jO \jci

metry, as can be seen for Co from fig.4 of Bose et al. (1979).

From fig.2d it is observed that the range covered by the measurements

of Bose et al. (1979) is very narrow in comparison with our range . It is

further noticed from fig.2d that the Co measurements of both studies agree

with each other within experimental error. For the Co diffusion coefficients

in other compositions this agreement is shown by fig.4 of Bose et al. (1979).
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From this we conclude that the measurements of Bose et al. (1979) on single

crystals and our measurements on polycrystals yield the same lattice-diffusion

coefficients.

On the contrary the Ga data of Bose et al. (1979) are higher than the

present data. An explanation for this could be found in the different electro-

plating conditions in both studies: the samples of Bose et al. (1979) were

plated one-sided with radioactive Ga, whereas of our samples all sides were

covered with Ga tracer. As already mentioned, the latter arrangement had to

be made, because of the fast surface diffusion of Ga. For the present study

preliminary Ga measurements were carried out in the composition 48.0 at % Co,

whereby the samples were plated one-sided, similar to Bose et al. (1979).

These measurements were left out of the present paper because the resulting

diffusion coefficients were wrong, that is too large. This can be understood

from the migration of the Ga tracer out of the bulk at the plated side and

the diffusion into the bulk at the unplated sides. This transfer of labelled

atoms, which is caused by the high surface diffusivity of Ga, violates the

boundary conditions. It is striking now that our preliminary but rejected

results for Co.g rpZzn 0 ^^t v e ry well t 0 t n e G a data of Bose et al. (1979)

for C o 4 8 6 G a 5 1 > 4 .

The experimental results of tracer-diffusion measurements in other

VIII-IIIA compounds (NiAl, NiGa, CoAl, FeAl) have been discussed by Stolwijk

et al. (1977). Apart from what is said there, it is worth noticing that the

temperature and diffusivity ranges in all these studies are considerably smaller

than in the present investigation. Therefore possible curvatures in the Arrhenius

plots can be hardly detected or not. This explains that all tracer diffusion

measurements in these VIII-IIIA compounds have been analysed on the basis

of single exponentials only. Moreover, in the NiGa study (Donaldson and

Rawlings 1976) no remarks are made on a fast surface diffusion of the Ga
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tracer and only one face of the specimens has been plated.

4.3. Interpretation of activation energies and frequency factors in terms

of diffusion mechanisms.

The underlying concept of the analysis of the Arrhenius plots (fig.2a-e)

according to the sum of two exponentials (eq.(2)) is that atomic migration

occurs by means of two diffusion mechanisms. In this picture each mechanism

is represented by one exponential and characterized by the particular values

of the activation energy Q and the frequency factor D . Such an interpretation

is allowed by the additivity of separate partial diffusion coefficients Dfl

and D, for one atomic species

- Da + Db

where D is the total diffusion coefficient measured in a tracer diffusion

experiment and where Da and D^ can be written as

Da = D Q a exp(-Qa/kT), Db = Dofa exp(-Qb/kT) (5)

The diffusion mode], described above and fully expressed by eq.(2),

is frequently used for the analysis of curved Arrhenius plots of diffusion

measurements in pure metals. The application of this model to our measurements

is justified by the analysis of the overall standard deviations (s) from

table Ila.b (see section 3). In this respect it is also important, that

for every separate Arrhenius plot the calculated model parameters Q a and Q,

do not overlap within their standard deviations (see for example fig.3b).

In the following we will connect each set of DQ and Q values to a particular

diffusion mechanism.



Table III; Diffusion parameters for the self-diffusion in the refractory bcc metals and for the Co diffusion in CoGa.

T is the melting temperature; for every composition of CoGa a constant value of 1450 K has been taken.

D(T ) has been extrapolated from the measured temperature range according to eq.(2). T. denotes the
tn 1

intersection temperature of the a and b exponential.

Material Tracer Temp.range D(Tm) D o a D Q b Qj^\ % ^ m D
ob

/Doa V Q = D ^ / D - ^ ( D- 1 > DK) Reference
investiga- 0 0 1
ted, in (cm /s) (cnT/s) (cm"7s)
fraction
of Tm

Db / Da

at Tm in frac-
tion of

Ta

Nb

V

W

Mo

Cr

Co60

Co56

C o50

Co45

.0Ga40

.0Ga44

.0Ga50

.2Ga54

.0

.0

.0

.8

182
Ta 0.47-0.76 6.6x10

0.49-0.98 1.8x10

0.46-0.97 1.7x10

-8

9 5Nb 0.49-0.98 ).8xlO~8

187,
W 0.47-0.93 1.9x10

-8

0.018

0.008

0.014

0.04

0.126

0.88

0.989

0.846

0.379

0.365

10

3.7

7.5

46

139

2720

967

1450

878

1160

14.4

15.3

15.7

17.3

18.2

20.2

18.6

19.4

20.3

19.5

19.0

19.2

20.0

21.9

22.9

25.8

24.4

25.0

25.0

25.5

6x10

5xlO2

5xlO2

12xl02

llxlO2

31xl02

lOxlO2

17xl02

23xl02

32x102

1.32

1.25

1.27

1.27

1.26

1.28

1.31

1.29

1.23

1.31

6

9

7

13

10

11

3

6

22

7

0.71

0.63

0.69

0.65

0.67

0.70

0.84

0.76

0.60

0.76

a)

b)

O
d)

e)

f)

table

table

table

table

Ila

Ila

lib

Ila

a)

b)

c)

d)

<-•)

1")

QQ _ Q

Mo 0.47-0.96 1.7x10

5ICr 0.64-0.98 1.9xio"8

60Co 0.60-0.98 3.2xlO~8

60Co 0.62-0.98 2.2xlO"8

60Co 0.63-0.98 1.3xlO~8

60Co 0.64-0.95 l.lxlO"8

Pawel and Uindy (1965); for the calculation of the parameters, see Mundy et al. (1978).

Kinzigcr, Mundy and Hoff (1978).

Pellug (1974); for the calculation of the parameters, see Mundy et al. (1978).

Mundy et al. (1978).

Maier et al. (1979).

Mundy, Tse and McKall (1976); for the calculation of the parameters, nee Mundy et al. (1978)
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4 .3 . I . Interpretat ion of DCo.
— • • • • - - — - — 3 —

In section 3 the Co exponential with the lower activation energy and

frequency factor has been indicated by the subscript a:

D ° = DC° exp(-QCo/kT). From table H a , b and fig.3a, b it appears that the

a O3 a
variation of Q and D with composition is weak. For the whole composition

2
interval average values of 2.4 eV and 0.7 cm /s result.

Taking 1450 K as the melting (solidus) temperature of CoGa throughout

the observed composition range, it turns out that Q °/kT as well as D

lie in the normal range corresponding to diffusion via monovacancies in pure

metals (Peterson 1978). This is emphasized by table III, in which Q °/kTm

and D for a number of compositions are listed together with similar quantities
OS i

for the self diffusion in the group VB and VIB refractory bcc metals (Ta,

Nb, V, W, Mo and Cr; the results for Co,g 0
G a c 2 Q

 a r e n o t gi-ven here,

because of the great uncertainty in Q ). A comparison with these groups of

3.

metals is natural from the B2 (CsCl) structure of CoGa, which in fact is an

ordered bcc structure. For the refractory metals the "low-temperature"

diffusion process (a) has been identified as diffusion via single vacancies

and nearest-neighbour jumps. This interpretation has been supported by other

sources of information concerning defect mobility and defect formation, such

as quenching experiments and positron annihilation studies (Mundy et a]. I978;

Maier et al. 1979).

Moreover, Co nearest-neighbour jumps must occur in CoGa. This becomes

clear from the special type of defect structure in this compound, particularly

the presence of Co atoms on the Ga sublattice. The equilibrium number of these

so-called anti-structure atoms increases with rising temperature. So, there

must be a possibility for the Co atoms to jump from Co sublattice to the Ga

sublattice and vice versa. This is also supported by measurements of magnetic

relaxation after quenching by Van Ommen, Reckman, Van Feggelen and Bakker (1977).
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Dolcm2/s)

U 60
Q(eV)

Fig.4.

The variation of In D versus Q for all Arrhenius terms of the Co and Ga

diffusion in various compositions of CoGa according to table lia.

• < . «£> * • < ' •>£>' A (Qf, £>; D ((f. D£); O (Q? . D£>.
Similar data are displayed for the self diffusion in the bcc refractory metals,

according to table III. Solid and dashed lines are linear least-squares fits

for groups of three data of the refractory metals.
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Furthermore, the contribution of the "a" proces to the total Co diffusion

decreases from the 60.0 at % Co to the 48.0 at % Co composition. So this

contribution is reduced, when the total number of anti-structure atoms

(structural plus thermal) decreases. This is not surprising because these

anti-structure atoms will play an essential role in the mentioned monovacancy

mechanism. (That Co,- ^a,-. o does not fit this picture may be related to the

also abruptly changed behaviour of the Ga diffusion in this extremely

vacancyrich composition. See section 4.3.3.).

4.3.2. Interpretation of D,° and D a.

A major result of our investigation is that one of the Co activation

energies equals one of the Ga activation energies for all compositions

within experimental error. The variation with composition of these equal activa-

tion energies is very flat and a value of 3.1 eV can be taken as an average.

(See table Ila, b and fig.3a, b). The corresponding values for D ? are of the

order of 1000 cm^/s and for D a about a factor of four less (except for

45.2 at % Co).

Both these DQ values as well as the values of the normalized activation

energies (Q/kTm) are large compared to similar values for diffusion via single

vacancies. On the other hand they fit very well to the parameters of the expo-

nential associated with the high temperature process in the refractory bcc

metals, as can be seen in table III. The agreement between the two exponential

terms of the Co diffusion in CoGa on the one side and the self diffusion in

the refractory metals on the other side is further stressed by comparison

of the ratios Q, /Q and D , /D . Particularly the ratio Q, /Q exhibits little
D a ob oa b a

variation and appears to be a good indicator to characterize the phenomenology

of diffusion in these materials.

To visualize the above mentioned similarities we have plotted in fig.4

In DQ versus 0 for both exponentials of the Co and Ga diffusion in CoGa
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according to Cable Ila and of the self diffusion in the refractory metals.

The drawn lines represent least-squares fits to groups of three data, which

are composed according to the group classification of the periodical table of

elements and the distinction between high and low activation energies. It is

remarkable that the data for the Co mechanism, indicated by subscript a,

lie in the area bordered by the two lines, extrapolated from the monovacancy

parameters of the refractory bcc metals • And moreover, the data for the b

exponential of Co together with the data for the a exponential of Ga fall

between the lines corresponding to the high temperature process in these

pure metals. Furthermore, the CoGa data have smaller activation energies,

which is related to the much lower melting temperature of this compound.

Mundy et al. (1978) suggest that diffusion in the refractory metals

takes place by a monovacancy-divacancy mechanism. This interpretation is

'•'based on the similarity of the diffusion parameters of these bcc metals

with those of the fee metals (Au, Ag, Cu, Ni, see table II and III of Mundy

et al. 1978). For the fee metals the evidence for an identification of the

diffusion process as a monovacancy-divacancy mechanism is strong (Peterson

1978). Following the same line of argument the diffusion of Co in CoGa

can naturally be interpreted in terms of single vacancies for process a and

divacancies for process b.

Such an interpretation is also supported by the relatively large values

of activation energy and frequency factor for the b process. These values

point to a migration mechanism involving more extended defects.

Moreover, the equality of the activation energies Q, and Q, and the

fact that D , and D are in the same order of magnitude suggest coupled
ob oa

migration of Co and Ga by one and the same defect. From the similarities

with the bcc metals it is quite plausible to ascribe the partial diffusion

coefficients D, ° and D a to coupled migration via divacancies.

D 3
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Furthermore, on closer examination divacancies appear to fit

very well in the CoGa (defect) structure. This point will be worked out

in section 5.1. In that section we will demonstrate also how divacancies

can move through the lattice and why this gives rise to equal activation

energies for both diffusants.

4.3.3. Interpretation of D^a.
b —

The Ga diffusion process that is predominant at higher temperatures is

characterized by unusually large values for the activation energy Q, a and

the frequency factor D j* (in the order of 4.4 eV and 10 cm Is, respectively;

see table Ila, b, c). First of all it must be pointed out that these values

of D and Q are mutually corresponding, according to the near linearity of

In DQ vs. Q in fig.4. Furthermore, it is observed from fig.4 that these diffu-

sion parameters lie above the area defined by the divacancy parameters of

the refractory metals.

The high Q and DQ values may point to a diffusion mechanism, which

involves a large enthalpy and entropy for defect formation. In that case the

participation of an extended defect in this diffusion process is probable.

Another possibility would be a simple defect for which the atomic exchanges

require a large migration enthalpy and a large migration entropy. Then

the single vacancy, being a most simple defect, has to be considered. Regarding

the single vacancy we can further distinguish between two alternatives:

either it jumps from the one sublattice to the other via nearest-neighbour

exchanges or it migrates over the Ga sublattice via next-nearest neighbour jumps.

However, from the information of the present investigation alone further

judgements about the mechanism that is operative here, cannot be made.
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For Co,- ~Gac/ o the large parameters Q,
 a and D f have not been found.

4J•Z D4•o D OD

(However, a small contribution of the b process to the Ga diffusion may be

reflected in the somewhat larger values of Q and D in this composition).

In place of these large parameters we observe the much smaller values of

Q and D , which are even lower than the normal monovacancy values.

Though we do not have an explanation for it, this phenomenon is apparently

related to the large amount (9.6 %) of structural vacancies in this Ga-

rich composition. Because of the probably negligible importance of the thermally

formed vacancies compared to the pertinent abundancy of structural vacancies,

mayby Q must be interpreted as a migration enthalpy only. Further it is

worth noticing that in Co,,. 2Ga54 8 t'ie G a diffusion * s a s fast as, or even

faster than the Co diffusion (fig.2e). This is different from the picture

in the other compositions, where the Co diffusion predominates the Ga diffusion.

4.4. Relation between DQ and Q.

In fig.4 it is shown that the variation of In DQ versus Q is almost

linear. Therefore we write

In DQ = AQ + B (6)

If this relation were exact, it would mean that the graphs of all separate

exponentials associated with different compositions,' components and diffusion

processes intersect at one and the same temperature T-. Then it is easy to

show that kT. = A , whereby k is Boltzmann's constant. Moreover, the value

of the exponentials at the point of intersection is represented by

D(T-) = exp(B). So, according to eq.(6) we can calculate for the CoGa data

an overall intersection temperature, which actually is the average of a

whole cluster of intersections. This yields for the D and Q values from table H a

and fig.4, excluding the c exponential of Co^ 2Ga54 8 :
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T. = 1107°C = 0.95 T and D(T.) = 2.0 x io"9 cm2/s.
l m i

In analogy with pure metals Q and D can be expressed as functions

of the activation enthalpy AH and the activation entropy AS, respectively.

Then from the near linearity of the relation between In D and Q we derive

that the quantity AH - T.AS is almost constant for different compositions,

diffusing components and diffusion processes. If further it is assumed that

AS is proportional to AH according to Zener (1952) one finds

AS * (VT.JAH/T,,,, (7)

whereby T is the melting temperature. For CoGa the constant of proportionality

T /T. equals 1.05, which agrees very well with similar values for the self

1 diffusion in ordered AuZn alloys (Gupta and Lieberman 1971).

Also in our earlier work (Stolwijk et al. 1977) a linear relation was

found between In D and Q except for the composition 45.2 at % Co. These old

j D and Q values were calculated on the basis of single-exponential fits

to Co diffusion coefficients in the range of 800-1050 C. In view of this it

is not surprising that the previous overall intersection temperature (2025 K)

differs considei ably from the present one (1380 K). Contrary to the earlier

results now also the data for Co,c ^ a c , o do well fit the linearity of

45.2 54.8 '

In D versus Q. This supports our proposition that in this composition the a

and b process of the Co diffusion are the same as in the other compositions.

One can also calculate separate T^ values for the two exponentials of

one tracer in a particular composition. Now T. expresses the temperature at

which the a and b process have an equal contribution to the total diffusion

coefficient, that is DO(T.) = D,(T.). That these separate T. values differ in
a 1 D 1 1

general from the earlier calculated overall intersection temperature, reflects

the deviations from the linearity between In DQ and Q in fig.4. For the Co
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(a) (b)

Fig.5.

(c)

A jump sequency of a divacancy. Full circles: A(Co) atoms; open circles:

B(Ga) atoms; squares: vacancies. All possible jumps in (a) and (b) are indicated

by arrows, labelled with the corresponding exchange frequencies, (a) and (c):

the divacancy in the nearest-neighbour configuration; (b): the divacancy in the

triple-defect configuration.
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diffusion in CoGa the separate T. values are listed in table III as fractions

of T m together with similar values for the self diffusion in the refractory

bcc metals. It is remarkable that for all these bcc metals the relation

T\ = (2/3)T holds within the pertinent accuracy. On the contrary for the Co

diffusion in CoGa the ratio T./T varies with composition. The relatively
l m

low value of the latter quantity for Co,... nGa5o n e x P r e s s e s t n a t the

contribution of the b process (divacancies) to the total Co diffusion is

largest near stoichiometry. Furthermore, it can be concluded from table III

that to succeed in a straightforward decomposition of an Arrhenius plot into

two exponentials the intersection temperature must lie well within the measured

temperature range.

5. Diffusion via triple defects.

In section 4.3.2 one of the Co diffusion processes and one of the Ga

mechanisms were identified together as coupled diffusion via divacancies.

In this section we will explain how the divacancies can migrate through the

CoGa lattice with its special defect structure. This will give rise to a

new type of defect: the triple defect. Furthermore, we will decompose the

corresponding diffusion coefficients of both components in the relevant

quantities: defect availability, defect-atom exchange frequencies and corre-

lation factors. In the following Co and Ga are replaced by A and B, respectively.

Consider a divacancy consisting of two vacancies on nearest-neighbour

distance in a completely ordered B2 structure. In fig.5a the corresponding

two-dimensional analogue of such a configuration is displayed. As already argued,

a B atom shows a negligible tendency to accomodate on the wrong sublattice.

So we suppose this species of atoms to jump directly to a next-nearest neighbour

site. An additional argument for this is found in the fact that in tie configu-

ration as depicted in fig.5a, one of the four A atoms, constituting the
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saddle-point for B atoms, is missing. This results in a lowering of the

saddle-point energy for a next-nearest neighbour jump. Similar to Mehrer (1978),

who considered next-nearest neighbour jumps into a divacancy as a possible

mechanism for diffusion in pure bcc metals, we denote this defect-atom exchange

frequency by wi' (the two vacancies remain nearest neighbours).

Another possibility in the situation of fig.5a is a jump of an A atom.

Since A atoms are able to jump between both sublattices (see section 4.3.1) the

1'
A atom will exchange with a vacancy on the B sublattice (frequency w ~ ) .

A

This results in a partial dissociation of the divacancy. It is the latter type

of divacancy that is called triple defect: two vacancies on the A sublattice

at next-nearest neighbour distance with an adjacent A anti-structure atom

(fig.5b). This triple-defect configuration will be relatively stable

(Wynblatt 1967). Even on the basis of pure statistics such a defect confi-

guration is probable: it corresponds to a high concentration of vacancies on

the A sublattice in combination with anti-structure atoms. When the anti-

structure A atom jumps further to its own sublattice (with a frequency w" )

A

a situation like fig.5c originates.

A diffusion mechanism as described above lias two consequences:

in the first place diffusion occurs without destroying atomic order; in the

second place the migration of both components is coupled strongly. Moreover,

one must realize that two types of divacancies are involved in a single

diffusion mechanism: the nearest-neighbour divacancy and the triple defect.

In CoGa the triple defect will be predominant rather than the ordinary divacancy.

For this reason we will speak of "diffusion via triple defects" and "triple -

defect mechanism" in the following. In this way the present case is also

distinghuished from diffusion via divacancies as occurring in ionic compounds.

Now we derive expressions for the diffusion coefficients of both species

of atoms in terms of the relevant quantities, starting from general considera-

tions. When diffusion in a cubic structure occurs by several (M) types of jumps,
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all with a length x along the [lOO] direction (X axis), the diffusion

coefficient can be written as (Howard 1966)

1 9 M n"
D = lim f.j * • E T" (8)

n-*» z a=l

f is the correlation factor following Howard. n a is the number of a type

jumps of an atom in a long sequence of n jumps during a time t. Obviously

M
T. n a = n (9)

a=l

Let us now consider a two component system AB, migration occurring via a

defect d and let we concentrate on a certain A atom. Then the following

relation holds

a N
n A c t a a a
~ F " ~ N ^ " mAd PAd mwwA

Here N A is the number of A atoms, situated in a starting position from

which an a type of jump would be possible. N. is the total number of A

atoms. So N^/ N
A is the probability to find the A atom in the a configuration.

P., is the probability to find the defect on a certain defect site from

which an a type of exchange with the A atoms into the X direction is possible.

mAcj is the number of these sites, m is the number of a type of exchange

paths of the atom with one defect and w, is the exchange frequency.

(For example for self-diffusion by single vacancies, - vacancy fraction c -,

in pure bcc metals: NA/NA = 1, m^a = 8, p", = cv, m* = 1, w" = w ) . At any

moment the total number of possible a type of exchange paths of defects and A

atoms (for exchanges in the X direction) can be made up starting from the'

number of A atoms as well as starting from the number of defects. This yields
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a a a a ,,a a a a ,, ,.
N.m.jP.jm = N,m,Ap,.m (11)
A Ad Ad w d dA dA w

N, is the number of a type defects, p.. is the probability to find an A atom

at a certain lattice site, neighbouring the defect, from which an a exchange

into the X direction is possible and m,. is the number of these sites.
Un

By definition

- mdA PdA mv

which is the number of possible exchange paths of an a type defect with A

atoms. Now we obtain from eqs.(10), (II) and (12)

a a
n, c,
— = — a a (13)

where

a _ N a /j.
d "* d

and

cA = NA/N (15)

N being the total number of atoms.

Now we will apply these general equations to the case of diffusion

in an equiatomic ordered compound AB with the B2 structure, diffusion

occurring by triple defects as discussed before. For migration of the A

component the defect occurs in the two configurations fig.5a (In type)

and fig.5b ( 2n type). By inspection we find for the B2 structure (the

divancancy is indicated by 2v): z n = "* an(* Z2ik ~ 2" Substitution into

eq.(13) and eq.(8) yields
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,,2v I I PH,, In 12 , , 2n 2), 2 -.,.
DA = 8 ~ fA(3c2vWA + 2c2vWA )a ( 1 6 )

A

where c~ and c are defined according to eq.(14) and where a is the

I H
lattice parameter (x = -j a). f stands for the Howard correlation factor.

tn thermodynamic equilibrium the number of In divacancies dissociating to

a 2n configuration is equal to the number of 2n divacancies associating

to a In configuration, which is expressed by

In 12 2n _ 21
C2v 3wA = C2v 2wA

Thus eq.(16) becomes

D2v= 3 J_ fH in .2 a2
A 4 c. A 2n A

For the B component only one type of jump is possible. Moreover z. „ = 1

(X direction ) and x = a, thus

•r - H •". =5 •!• ••
From eqs. (18) and (19) the ratio of the diffusion coefficients in

the equiatomic composition is obtained as

»;* " 2 «:
According to eqs. (18) and (19) the diffusion coefficients D v and

A.
D" are functions of the elementary quantities jump frequency and defect
D

concentration. However, the typical way in which the triple defect moves

and the corresponding coupling of the A and B diffusion is completely
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expressed in the correlation factors. In another paper (Bakker, Stolwijk

and Hoetjes-Eijkel, to be published) it is shown how these correlation

H H
factors f, and f can be calculated as a function of the jump frequency

A LI

] 9 | ]
ratio w. /w • These calculations also show that differences in the jump

A. ij
12 11

frequencies w, and w are levelled off in the diffusion coefficients

Q. and Dg by f, and f . And moreover, the greater the difference between

the jump frequencies is, the stronger is the flattening effect of these

correlation factors.

The two expressions for the diffusion coefficients (eq.(18) and (19))

both contain the In divacancy concentration c_ . This means that the forma-

tion enthalpy, which contributes to the total activation energy for diffusion,

is the same for both components. So, possible differences in these activation

energies must originate from differences in the migration enthalpies only.

However, like differences in the jump frequencies themselves differences in

the migration enthalpies are smoothed down by the compensating effect of the

correlation factors. This explains that diffusion via triple defects

corresponds with almost equal activation energies for both atomic species in

a tracer-diffusion experiment.

6. Triple defect versus six-jump cycle.

In this section we will summarize firstly some objections to the six-jump

cycle mechanism and secondly we will raise some arguments in favour of the

triple-defect mechanism in compounds of the type as described in the foregoing.

In the introduction of the present paper the theoretical work on diffusion

in ordered binary alloys was reviewed (Kikuchi and Sato 1969, 1972; Bakker

et al. 1976; Bakker 1979). In all these theoretical approaches the vacancies

were able to migrate between both sublattices without the introduction of

strictly defined unit processes like the six-jump cycle. In particular in the
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paper of Bakker (1979) it is hardly imaginable that the six-jump cycle

enters into the calculations.

Discussing atomic migration in ordered structures,Kikuchi and Sato

(1969) consider the six-jump cycle as a reasonable assumption for diffusion

in stoichiometric compounds as long as the degree of order is extremely

high, but state that this assumption is of a very limited applicability.

They agree that tliermodynaraic equilibrium of the system as a whole will be

maintained, when the occurrence of disordering jumps at some place of the

system is accompanied by ordering jumps at another place. In other words

there is no need for the restoration of order by each unit process.

At temperatures, where diffusion over larger distances is really

measurable, always some disorder exists. Usually the lack of mobility of

atoms is prohibitive for the establishment of complete long-range order at

lower temperatures.

The vacancy in the six-jump cycle has to make some strictly defined

jumps. Moreover, in the traditionally given potential scheme of the cycle

(Wynblatt 1967) the first three jumps of the vacancy are up-hill. For these

reasons the vacancy jumps will be strongly correlated and so little

effective for atomic diffusion.

Enthalpy considerations as given by Wynblatt (1967) in favour of the

six-jump cycle, based on a modified Morse potential for B-AgMg , are not

completely conclusive: the entropy has also to be taken into account.

This becomes clear, if one realizes that on grounds of enthalpy alone, for

example a contribution of divacancies to diffusion in pure metals would have

to be rejected.

In table IV the ratios of the frequency factors D °/V> a from table lib

ob OB

are listed. As the corresponding activation energies are equal, these values

represent the ratio of the partial Co and Ga diffusion coefficients
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Table IV.

The ratio of the frequency factors D °/D a corresponding to the Co and Ga
Ou OSt

exponential with equal activation energies, according to table lib.

. . Co, Ga
composition D ,/D
(at % Co) O b ° a

60.0 4.2

56.0 3.4

50.0 4.0

48.0 2.7

45.2 0.6
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D /D in various compositions. In section 4.3.2 and 5 these diffusion

coefficients were associated with migration via triple defects. An alternative

interpretation in terms of the six-jump cycle mechanism predicts that the

ratio D, /D will lie in the range — - 2. (These bounds can be readily verified

for completely ordered B2 compounds by inspection of all six-jump unit processes

associated with the minimum activation energy. The original calculation of

such upper and lower bounds, given by Elcock (1959), applies to fully ordered

stoicluometric simple cubic binary alloys and yields the same values. On the

2 3
other hand, Elcock's extreme values of •=• and -j for the B2 structure appear

to be incorrect). However, four of the five ratios from table IV are well

beyond the range allowed by the six-jump cycle mechanism. Moreover, according

to the six-jump cycle theory the upper limit of 2 for D, °/D will be reached

when the vacancies on the Ga sublattice outnumber the vacancies on the Co

sublattice. This is contrary to the situation in CoGa, where vacancies are

almost exclusively formed on the Co sublattice. Furthermore, an attempt to

explain the large diffusivity ratios by emphasizing the participation of Co

anti-structure atoms into the cycles fails. For this argument undermines the

assumption of nearly complete order to which the six-jump cycle theory

applies. Consequently we conclude that an interpretation of the b process

of Co and the a process of Ga in terms of diffusion via six-jump cycles

conflicts the experimental observations.

On the other hand the ratios from table IV lie within the range that is

allowed for diffusion by triple defects. This can be seen from the table of

Bakker et al. (to be published), from which the limits of 13.3 and 1/13.3 are

readily calculated. Ignoring possible effects on the values of the latter

table, when the occurrence of anti-structure atoms is taken into account, the

diffusivity ratios from table IV correspond with values of the triple-defect

12

Co

, . 1 1 2 , 1 1 . , . , , , _, . 12 .. II
jump-frequency ratio -~ w /wr in the order of 7, that is w = 14 w .
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Wynblatt (1967) performed calculations on diffusion mechanisms in

3AgMg with the aid of a modified Morse potential. Considering a divacancy

in the In configuration, he finds a tendency for the silver atom to jump into

the nearest-neighbour vacancy. This transforms the In divacancy into a 2n

configuration on the Ag sublattice, whereby the Ag atom accomodates on the

Mg sublattice. From an energetical point of view the latter configuration,

which actually is a triple defect, turns out the more stable one. On the con-

trary the In divacancy exchanges with the Mg atom by a next-nearest neighbour

jump. These findings are remarkably in complete accordance with our concepts

of diffusion via triple defects. In evaluating diffusion mechanisms in SAg/Mg

Wynblatt did not explore this triple-defect mechanism.

The assumption that the 2n configuration of the divacancy is the more

stable one, is also in agreement with results of Johnson (1964, 1976), of

Flocken and Hardy (1969) and of Ho (1972) for some pure bcc metals. Furthermore,

even on a pure statistical basis the number of triple defects is considerable

in comparison for example with the number of single vacancies in pure metals.

That a triple defect structure may not be confined to VIII-1IIA compounds

only, is sustained by recent work of Miedema (1979). Miedema applies his

semi-emperical model, which is so successful in predicting heats of formation

of alloys (see for example Miedema and De Chatel 1979), to the formation of

vacancies in intermetallic compounds. He concludes that the formation of large

numbers of vacancies on the one sublattice and only a small number of vacancies

on the other is not exceptional at all. A similar behaviour of defect formation

is found, when ordered B2 alloys with vacancies are described in terms of nearest-

neighbour interactions only. Depending on the values of interaction energies,

it appears that vacancies can have a preference to be situated on one of the

sublattices (Schapink 1969; Kikuchi and Sato 1969; Stolwijk, Bakker and

Van Gend, to be published).
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7. Conclusions.

1. The Arrhenius plots for the diffusion of Co and Ga in various compositions

of CoGa are curved and are well approximated by the sura of two exponentials.

2. The diffusion behaviour of Co in CoGa is phenomenologically similar to

the self diffusion in the group VB and VIB refractory bcc metals.

3. The lower activation energies and frequency factors for the Co diffusion

correspond to diffusion via single vacancies and nearest-neighbour jumps.

4. The higher activation energies for the Co diffusion equal the lower

activation energies for the Ga diffusion. The associated frequency factors

are in the same order of magnitude. These parameters probably represent

coupled diffusion of Co and Ga via divacancies.

5. The second Arrhenius terms for the Ga diffusion are characterized by

remarkably high activation energies and frequency factors.

6. The combined diffusion process for Co and Ga via divacancies gives rise

to the occurrence of a special and predominant type of divacancy:

the triple defect.

7. The Co and Ga diffusion process characterized by the same activation

energies, cannot represent atomic migration via the six-jump cycle

mechanism.
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DIFFUSION KINETICS AND ISOTOPE EFFECTS FOR ATOMIC MIGRATION

VIA DIVACANCIES AND TRIPLE DEFECTS IN THE CsCl (B2) STRUCTURE
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H.Bakker, N.A.Stolwijk and M.A.Hoetjes-Eijkel

Natuurkundig Laboratoriura der Universiteit van Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 65

1018 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract

Expressions for the diffusion coefficients and correlation factors for

diffusion by means of divacancies in ionic compounds with the CsCl (B2)

structure are calculated. Values for the correlation factors as a function

of the ratio of the defect-atom exchange frequencies of both components are

tabulated. The correlation factors are obtained in explicit form. From this

it turns out that a measurement of isotope effects would yield (in principle)

the values of the correlation factors. It is demonstrated that in a measurement

of diffusion coefficients differences in jump frequencies and activation energies

between both components are smoothed down by correlation effects.

For intermetallic compounds with the triple-defect B2 structure, atomic

migration via triple defects has been proposed (Stolwijk, Van Gend and Bakker,

to be published). Expressions for the diffusion coefficients of both components

via this defect are presented and it is shown how values for the correlation

factors can be deduced from the divacancy case. It is demonstrated that a
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measurement of the isotope effect would give (in principle) the values of

the correlation factors as defined in the present paper. Numerical values

for such an isotope effect measurement are predicted.

Also the diffusion coefficients for correlated migration of divacancies

and triple defects themselves are calculated.
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I . Introduction

When atomic diffusion in a solid occurs by lattice defects, the velocity

of the atomic migration is smaller than one would expect on the basis of

defect content and atom-defect exchange rate only. The reason for this is that

subsequent jumps of an atom are not independent. This effect is incorporated

in the expression of the diffusion coefficient by the correlation factor

f (Bardeen and Herring 1950). Another importance of this-correlation factor

lies in the fact that (in principle) f can be measured directly by diffusing two

different radioisotopes of the same element into a sample and by considering

then the relative difference in their diffusion coefficients (isotope effect).

Since f is characteristic for a certain diffusion mechanism, from such a measure-

ment knowledge is gained on the diffusion mechanism itself (Schoen 1958).

In highly ordered multicomponent structures in particular, f is of great

importance, because the coupling of the migration of the components can be des-

cribed by this factor. In this factor the well-known fact is expressed that the

slower component determines the diffusion behaviour of the solid to a large

extent. An evaluation of the correlation factors in terms of the various jump

frequencies makes a quantitative interpretation of this effect possible.

In the last decade it has become clear that, apart from monovacancies

also divacancies may be very effective for atomic diffusion. This is now

well-established for diffusion in some ionic compounds with the NaCl structure

and also for a number of pure metals (Peterson 1975). It is quite imaginable

that also in ionic compounds with the CsCl (B2) structure divacancies could

play a role in the diffusion behaviour. If so, correlation effects will

largely determine the effectiveness of such a mechanism, because jumping of

both components into the defect is indispensable for any migration. Calculations

of atomic correlation factors as a function of exchange rates in this structure

have been performed by Howard (1966). However in his calculations for the CsCl
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structure values for the correlation factors were obtained numerically only

and no exact form of the expression for the correlation factors resulted.

So, from this work the relation with isotope effects and the diffusion kinetics

of dilute impurities do not follow. This was one of the reasons, why we decided

to reconsider the problem by applying a matrix method, earlier developed

(Bakker 1970, Bakker and Mirani 1973).

Another motivation was inspired by recent experimental results of tracer

self-diffusion in the VIII-IIIA intermetallic compound CoGa, which also

crystallizes in the CsCl (B2) structure (Stolwijk, Van Gend and Bakker, to be

published). On experimental grounds one of the diffusion mechanisms in this

compound was proposed to be the migration via modified divacancies (so-called

triple defects). On the basis of the description of the jumping of this defect,

given there, it appeared probable that the diffusion of these triple defects

could be translated into that of divacancies in ionic compounds. In the present

paper we will show that such a transformation in really possible. Furthermore

we will investigate, what the consequences are for the atomic diffusion of

both components and how a measurement of the isotope effects has to be inter-

preted.

By applying special techniques (for example all kinds of after-effects)

it is in principle also possible to measure the diffusion of defects themselves.

In more complicated situations as the present one, also the defect itself will

move through the lattice in a correlated way. For the interpretation of these

types of measurements knowledge of correlation effects is essential. Therefore

also the diffusion kinetics of the defects themselves were studied.

2. Diffusion by bound divacancies in ionic compounds with the CsCl (B2) structure

We denote the compound by AB. The CsCl structure consists of two simple-cubic

interpenetrating sublattices, the one sublattice occupied by A atoms, the other

by B atoms. The two vacancies are situated on nearest-neighbour positions. The
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divacancy is assumed not to dissociate, atomic jumps occurring within the

sublattices, so to next-nearest neighbour positions. This means that three A

and three B atoms are able to jump into the divacancy at any moment. A atoms

jump with a vacancy-atom exchange rate w., B atoms with w_. In the following

we will indicate the exchange frequency of a tracer by an asterisk. (For a

two-dimensional analogue see fig.l). It is easily shown that the diffusion

coefficient of for example B atoms is given by

"B '

where c~ = N_ /N, Nj being the number of divacancies, N the total number of

atoms, a is the lattice parameter. Following Howard (1966) the correlation

factor fn for this case is

(2)

where

P B + "
 PB-

P B + is the probability that after a tracer jump, the next tracer jump has

the same direction as the previous one along for example the [lOOj direction

(X axis), P_ is the probability for the opposite jump. For the calculation

of the latter quantities we classify the lattice into "coordination shells",

Indicated by A,B,C etc. The position of the divacancy is characterized by

its midpoint. For a two-dimensional analogue see fig.l, in which only a

small number of sites is shown. The classification is as follows:
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B;TC;

c, B,O

C, I B,

A square ordered lattice. Full circles: A atoms; open circles: B atoms;

squares: vacancies. The tracer is denoted by the letter T, the arrows

indicate possible jumps of atoms. The position of the divacancy is

characterized by the mid-point .and classified in shells A, B, C etc.

Only a small number of divacancy sites is shown.
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immediately after a tracer jump into the negative X direction, the defect

is situated at one of the A-sites (with a probability I/4 for the CsCl

structure). Sites, that can be reached from the A sites in one single defect

jumps are B sites, in two defect jumps C sites etc. This notation was chosen

in correspondance with earlier work (Bakker 1970). The reader must note the

difference between A, B, C, D etc. divacancy sites and A and B atoms.

Divacancy sites in the same shell and with the same subscript have an equal

probability to be occupied by the defect at any moment. Sites, labelled with a

prime are the mirror images in the X=0 plane of unprimed sites. Again primed

sites in the same shell and with the same subscript are occupied by the defect

with equal probability. Now, all possible paths of the wandering divacancy

have to be examined in order to find the probability of a second exchange

with the tracer into the positive or negative X direction. This can be per-

formed in terms of single-jump transition probabilities of the defect from

defect site to defect site. The single-jump probability of the B tracer into the

divacancy, situated at an A (or A') position is i

i
wB*/(3wA + 2wfi + wfi*) (4)

and of another B atom

wB») (5)

For defect positions, from which the divacancy is not able to exchange with

the tracer, those probabilities are

wB/(3wA + 3wB) (6)

Similar equations hold for the A atoms.

In the calculation sites up to the D shell are taken into account (this means
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Table: The correlation factor for the diffusion of i! atoms via divacancies in ionic

CsCl compounds as a function of a = w,/wn. Also values for F(:0 (eq.8) are
A D

given. For the evaluation of f and of correlation factors in the case of

atomic migration via triple defects: see text.
F(a)

2.09

2.16

2.24

2.33

2.44

2.57

2.74

2.83

2.94

3.00

3.07

3.14

3.22

3.30

3.40

3.50

3.61

3.68

3.74

3.79

3.88

3.91

3.94

0.35 x 10"' 0.665 3.97

0.30 x 10"' 0.667 4.00

0.25 x 10"' 0.669 4.04

0.20 x 10"' 0.671 4.07

0.15 x 10"' 0.673 4.11

0.10 x 10"1 0.675 4.15

0.50 x 10~2 0.677 4.18

0.10 x 10~2 0.678 4.21

0.10 x 10"3 0.679 4.22

0.10 x IO~4 0.679 4.22

0.10 x 10"5 0.679 . 4.22

0.10

0. 10

c
c
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.10

1.10

i.5O

|.10

.15

.20

.25

.30

.35

.40

.45

.50

.65

.75

.85

.100

.125

150

175

200

225

250

275

300

350

400

500

600

700

800

900

000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x 10

x 10~4

x 10~3

x IO~2

x ]0~2

x 1O"1

io-'
10"'

10"'

10"'

10"'

.0"'

I0"1

.0-'

lO"1

lO"1

fB

9.0 x

9.0 x

8.98 x

8.82 x

4.08 x

7.48 x

0.104

0.128

'.M49

0.168

0.184

0.200

0.213

0.225

0.255

0.271

0.286

0.304

0.327

0.346

0.362

0.374

0.385

0.395

0.404

0.411

0.425

0.436

0.455

0.470

0.482

0.493

0.503

0.511

,0~ 6

io-5

.0~ 4

10-3

10~2

10~2

F(a)

1.80 x

1 .80 x

1 .80 x

1.78 x

8.51 x

0. 162

0.23)

0.294

0.352

0.405

0.453

0.499

0.541

0.58!

0.685

0.745

0.799

0.872

0.974

1.06

1.13

1 .20

1.25

1.31

1.35

1.40

1.48

1.55

1.67

1.77

1.86

1.95

2.02

2.09

io"5

.0" 4

io-3

10"2

.o"2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

a

.000

.900

.800

.700

.600

.500

.400

.350

.300

.275

.250

.225

.200

175

150

125

100

85 x

75 x

65 x

50 x

45 x

40 x

.0-'

10"'

10"'

10"'

10"'

lO"1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0,

0.

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

fB

.511

.519

.528

.538

.550

.563

.578

.586

.595

.600

.606

.611

.617

.623

.629

.636

.644

648

654

655

660

662

663
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that, when the defect is situated at an E site, it is assumed to return to

the tracer from random direction or not to return at all). It is essential

to include at least that D site, for which the divacancy has one member

neighbouring on the tracer, because otherwise we would obtain the spurious

result

lim (7)

A total number of 2x100 defect positions were taken into account. Since

inspection of the situation, outlined above, reveals, that the calculation

of correlation factors is very similar to previous computations on diffusion

by single vacancies in the diamond structure (Bakker and Mirani 1973)

further details are not given.

A difficulty in the present calculation is the occurrence of divacancy

jumps from site C and CJ, which result in migration of the tracer perpendicular

to the X direction. These exchanges are taken into account by non-zero

one-jump transition probabilities from site C. to C. and from site CJ to C!

(see fig.l). Besides, the denominator of the transition probability for other

jumps from the C.(CJ) site will contain w R #. Contrary to Howard (1966) we

studied the consequences of this in detail and thus were able to obtain an

explicit equation for f. The computations result in a correlation factor for

B* atoms of the form

fB* = F(a)wB/(2wB* (8)

where a. = w./w-

Values for F(a) are given in the table and f_ is displayed as a function
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0.2 0M 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2

The correlation factor as a function of the ratio of exchange frequencies.
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of a in fig.2. The correlation factor f w is obtained by replacing w » by w.*,

Wg by w, and a by a

The form eq.(8) of the correlation factor has two consequences: firstly it

turns out that for this mechanism the isotope effect is, -apart from the

kinetic energy factor AK - equal to the correlation factor (for example see

Bakker 1969), secondly this equation gives the correlation factor for diffusion

of dilute impurities also, if w R# is replaced by the impurity-divacancy

exchange rate w..#. A minor improvement of the present results over those of

Howard (1966) is the somewhat higher accuracy. This, because we took 2x100

defect positions into account, Howard only 2x36. For a = 1 and a •+ °°

exact values for the correlation factors are 0.4913 (Stolwijk and De Vries

1977; see also Mehrer, Kunz and Seeger 1971) and 0.6531 (Compaan and Haven

1958), respectively. We find 0.51 and 0.68, Howard (1966) 0.53 and 0.70, res-

pectively. Finally, we obtain for the ratio of D. and D

A D

D, f.w. f.
A A A A ,,„.

DB fB WB fB

which is a function of a only.

As an important physical consequence, it turns out that differences in

exchange frequencies of both components are weakened to a large extent in

the diffusion coefficients. For example, when w A / w B varies from 10 to 10 ,

the variation in DA/DB is roughly a factor of 3 only. This is not surprising,

if one realizes that for the migration of B atoms, A atom jumps are indispen-

sable and vice versa. It will be clear that this effect is also fundamental

in the interpretation of measured (apparent) activation energies for the

diffusion of both components: by the effect of correlation these activation

energies can not be related directly to the activation energy of defect migra-

tion (and formation).
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11 »

o o
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t V>
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o o

(a) (b)

Fig.3.

(c)

Migration of a nearest-neighbour divacaucy (a) via the triple-defect-

configuration (b) to a new position (c). A atoms are indicated by full

circles, B atoms by open circles and vacancies by squares. Possible

jumps are labelled with corresponding exchange frequencies.
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3. Diffusion in intermetallic compounds with the triple-defect B2 structure

A number of equiatomic intermetallic compounds witli the B2 structure

exhibits a special type of disorder. Contrary to ionic compounds, in which

both atomic species are unable to substitute on the "wrong" sublattice and also

contrary to "normal" ordering alloys, in which both components can accomodate

on each other's sublattice, these compounds show an asymmetry in the behaviour

of the constituing elements. One of the atomic species (say A) is found on

the other sublattice (so-called anti-structure atoms), whereas the other

component (B) always remains on its own sublattice. Thermally induced disorder

then consists of the formation of anti-structure A atoms, accompanied by the

creation of vacancies on the A sublattice in a ratio of 1 to 2. Known examples

of such compounds are the VIII-IIIA intermetallics (CoGa, NiAl, CoAl etc.).

Considering this special defect structure it is not surprising that in these

materials special diffusion mechanisms could occur. On the basis of experimental

results atomic migration by triple defects was proposed as one of the diffusion

mechanisms in CoGa (Stolwijk et al. to be published). Actually the defect des-

cribed there is a divacancy, which occurs during the diffusion process in two

configurations, namely as a bound divacancy, both vacancies situated at nearest-

neighbour positions and as a bound triple defect, i.e. two next-nearest neighbour

vacancies combined with one anti-structure atom. We call these configurations

the In (see fig.3a and 3c for a two-dimensional analogue) and 2n configuration

(fig.3b), respectively. The B atoms (Ga) are jumping over their own sublattice

into the In divacancy only (exchange frequency w ), the A atoms can be displaced

over a distance of one lattice parameter by a sequence of vacancy-A atom exchanges

as shown by solid arrows in fig.3a-fig.3c. The A atom-vacancy exchange rate

1 9

into the In divacancy is indicated by w "~ and into the other divacancy confi-
A

2 1
guration by w, . In the intermediate state of fig.3b only the anti-structure

atom can be exchanged. This state is the most stable in agreement with the

defect structure of CoGa. In this way atomic migration can occur in a highly
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ordered compound without violating the state of atomic order.Intuitively

it is immediately clear that for such a mechanism the migration of both

components must be coupled. For A atom migration over larger distances B

atom jumps are necessary and vice versa. In other words A and B jumps are

strongly correlated and so a way of evaluating this coupling is by the calcula-

tion of correlation factors. Moreover it is easily understood that this migra-

tion process can be translated into the former case of migration via bound

divacancies in ionic compounds. By inspecting fig.3a and fig.3c only, it seems

as if the A atom has jumped into a bound In divacancy by a jump over its own

sublattico. In the following we will consider the diffusion via bound In and

2n defects in the stoichiometric composition.

In order to find the analogy between this diffusion mechanism and diffusion

via divacancies in ionic CsCl compounds we proceed as follows. Let N9 be the

number of In divacancies and N, of 2n divacancies, then the total number of

defects is

,. ..In 2n , .
N2v 5 N2v + N2v ( l l )

From thermodynamic equilibrium we obtain

(see eq.(l7) from Stolwijk. et al. to be published)

and from eq.(ll) and eq.(12)

N i n c I n

2v 2v _ I
N ~ c n i l ^'•'•'
N2v C2n "A """A

where defect concentrations are defined with respect to the number of atoms.
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The right-hand side of eq.(13) can be interpreted whether as the fraction

of the total number of divacancies that are at any time in the In configuration,

or as the fraction of the time a certain divacancy spends in the In configuration.

The number of divacancy -B atom exchanges per second in any direction can be

written as the product of four factors: the total number of divacancies of

both types; the fraction that is available for a w., type of jump; the number

of B atoms, able to jump into a neighbouring divacancy; the appropriate exchange

frequency. With the aid of eq.(12) this leads to

The right-hand side of this equation is exactly what is to be expected.

From eq.(l4) it follows also that, if one starts from the total number of

divacancies, the exchange frequency with a certain neighbouring B atom must

be written as

wB'/(l+3w|
2/2w21) (15)

We now inspect the jumping of A atoms. We use the same arguments as

I n
above, but we have to realize that only a fraction 1/2 of starting w ~ type

jumps results in a real exchange of the In divacancy to a new In position.

When we define wA as the virtual exchange frequency of A atoms to next-nearest

neighbour sites, we obtain:

12 1 1 n

from which
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w'' = \ w'2 (17)

The rigorous derivation of this relation is given in appendix A. On the basis

of eq.(17) the transformation to the case of divacancies in ionic compounds (sect.

2) is easy. For the B atoms we write in analogy of eq.(l )

(note that 2c_ = 1)

with

fR
2v = F(a)w£'/<2wJA +F(a)Wg') (19)

where

11/11 1 12,11
WA /WB = 2 WA /W

1/11 1 12,11 ..„.
= WA /WB = 2 WA /WB (20)

F(a) values are compiled in the table. The variation of ffi with a is displayed

in fig.2. In the paper of Stolwijk. et al. (to be published) diffusion coeffi-

cients for A as well as for B atoms were given in terms of the Howard correlation
II TJ

factors f. and f (eqs.(19) and (18) from that paper). Comparison of eq.(18)

with eq.(19) from Stolwijk et al. (to be published) shows that f_ = fn
v.

For the A atoms we obtain according to eqs.(l) and (17)

_2v 1 1 ?v In 1 12 2
D A = 2 c 7 f A C 2 v 2 W A a

A

with

"•>** — 1 1 1 1 1 _ 1 Y 1 _

. + F(a )w. )= F(a
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••> |

It might seem surprising that in eq.(2l) and eq.(22) w~ does not occur

explicitely. However, the effect of this frequency is implied in the fraction

of divacancies that are in the In configuration. Comparison of eq.(2l)

with eq.(l8) from Stolwijk et al. (to be published) yields the relation

H 9v
between the Howard correlation factor f. and our correlation factor f7 :

A A

fj = I ff (23)

From the form of the correlation factors eqs.(l9) and (22) it is

immediately clear that a measurement of the isotope effects will yield,

- apart from the kinetic energy factor AK -, the correlation factors fT

and f_ for A and B diffusion, respectively (Bakker 1969). From this fact

our correlation factor for A atoms emanates as a quite natural quantity

rather than the Howard correlation factor. The derivation of the f's as

given above was based on the relation w. = -j w. . The correctness of this

approach is supported once more by the calculations given in appendix B.

For the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of A and B atoms we obtain

(CA = CB = °-5)

D2v £2v I 12 f2v

B B B B

This ratio turns out to be a function of a only. Similar to sect. 2

differences in exchange frequencies will be smoothed down, and so will

differences in activation energies, when one measures diffusion coefficients.
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4- Correlated migration of a divacancy in an ionic compound and of a triple

defect in an intermetallic compound

In this section we will first consider the diffusion of a divacancy in

a stoichiometric ionic CsCl compound. Let us consider diffusion into the X

direction ( [lOO] direction) and let the position of the divacancy be characterized

by its mid-point as in fig.l. Then the diffusion coefficient of the divacancy

where X, is the displacement of the divacancy after a large number of

divacancy jumps n» into the positive and negative X direction during a time

t. The elementary jump distance x equals —a , where a is the lattice parameter.

The correlation factor f- is (Howard 1966)

A A B B
<X. X?> <X X-> <X, Xy> <X. X->

f2v = P A
{ 1 + 2 ( — 1 ^ + —-T- + )} + PB n + 2 < — g - + - ^ • ....)}

(26)

p is the a priori probability of an A atom - divacancy exchange into the
A

X direction, p_ the similar quantity for a B atom-divacancy exchange, x. is the

elementary jump vector into the X direction of the i-th jump of the divacancy

(x. = i xi. The superscript (A or B) denotes the type of exchange in the first

jump. When the exchange frequencies with A and B atoms are indicated by w.

and Wg,respectively, we obtain

PA
 = V ( W 5 PB = WB/(WA + V (27)

A 2
We will evaluate the quantities <x x.>/x . By inspection of the B. lattice

(see fig.1 for a two-dimensional analogue) we find that after an A type of jump,

the probability to reverse this jump is p. . The probability to jump into the
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same direction as the initial A jump is pn. So

< ^ V / x 2 = P A(-D + pB(+l) = PB - PA

considering the relation between the direction of the first and the third

jump, we obtain

2 2
" PA + PBpA " pAPB " PB = " ( pB " PA> (pA + P B )

In a similar way

2
= (PB " PA ) ( PA + ^

etc.

Since p. + p = 1, we obtain a well-known alternating series, which can be

summed up as

2 ^ - " A J (28)

Thus the first term between braces of eq.(26), which we call the partial

correlation factor for divacancy migration after an exchange with an A atom,

,A
2v

And

, becomes

in a similar way

fA =
2v

B

1 + •> '

2wA

2wB
(pr, ""P A) ~" i—

D A W +W
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The total correlation factor (eq.26) then is obtained as

A R ^w W R
f2v = P A4

 + PB
f5v - - - ~

(wA+wfi)

This can also be written as

< *
w.-wn 2

from which it is evident that f0 < I,

When we define w_ as the jump (.robability per second of the divacancy to a

single unspecified site into the X direction we find

W2v = I ( W (33)

and for the effective jump frequency

eff . 2wAwB
W2v = f2vW2v " w ~ ^

w*J* - WA WB

Comparison of the results eq.(33) and eq.(35) emphasizes the importance of

the inclusion of correlation effects once more: by neglecting the correlation

factor one would conclude on the basis of eq.(33) that the faster component

determines the diffusivity of the defect, whereas in reality the slower

element controls the migration. By substituting eq.(34) into eq.(25) and by

realizing that always two exchanges into the X direction are possible one

obtains the final expression for the diffusion coefficient of the divacancy
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2wAWB ,1 .2 1 eff 2
^ T ( 2 a ) = 4 W2v a

A

(36)

In order to express the diffusion coefficient of the triple defect,

in the relevant jump frequencies, we have to make the following identifica-

tions (see Appendix A)

(37)

11/,. , 12, 21
B /(I + 3wA /wA

(38)

Substitution of these quantities into eq.(36) yields

12 11
WA WB
1 12. II

(39)

This expression shows that the diffusivity of this defect is reduced by the

12 21
pre-factor l/(l+3w. /2w. ) , which quantity is small, if the triple-defect

12 21
configuration (2n configuration) is very stable (w. >> w ).

A A

5. Conclusions

I. For atomic diffusion via divacancies in ionic compounds, diffusion

coefficients and correlation factors are given by eq.(l) and eq.(8), respectively.

From the form of the expression of the correlation factor it turns out that,

- apart from the kinetic-energy factor AK -, the isotope effect equals the

correlation factor. The correlated diffusion of the divacancy itself is

described by eq.(36).

2. For atomic diffusion via triple defects in intermetallic compounds,

diffusion coefficients and correlation factors are given by eq.(18) and eq.(I9)

for the component that is unable to substitute on the wrong sublattice and by

4
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eq.(21) and eq.(22) for the other component. From the form of the correlation

factors, it turns out that the isotope effect equals fAK. When we take

AK = 0.6 as in b.c.c. metals (Peterson 1975) and if the triple-defect mechanism

11 1 2 .
is predominant and if the ratio w n /w, is not too extreme, we predict for

the isotope effect values in the range 0.2-0.4. The correlated migration of

the triple defect itself is given by eq.(39)
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Appendix A

Prove of the relation w. = j w (eq.(!7)).

When some defect is situated at a position from which it is able to

exchange with k atoms, - the exchange frequencies being w. , w~, .....w, -

the mean time of stay x of this defect in that position is

When the defect jumps from defect site to defect site, the total time elapsed

is obtained obviously by summing up the mean times of stay in every position.

Now let us consider a In divacancy in the B2 structure (analogue of fig.

3a), then the probability P_ of a divacancy -B atom exchange is

P B= aw" /(3wf + 3w^) (A2)

and of a divacancy -A atom exchange

PA = 3w]
2/(3wj2 + 3w^') (A3)

On the basis of eq.(AI) the mean time of stay in the In configuration is

T, = l/(3wj2 + 3wg') (A4)

If an A atom jumps into the divacancy, the divacancy dissociates to a 2n

configuration. This configuration has a life time of

(A5)
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21
because then two w. type of jumps are possible. Now the 2n divacancy

associates either to the old position (fig.2a) or to a new position (fig.2c)

with an equal probability of -j. In both cases the total time elapsed is

(T. + T,)- When the divacancy has returned to its original position, it has

a second opportunity to reach a new In position by exchanging either with a

B atom or via two A atom jumps etc. We now ask for the average time that elapses

for a In divacancy to jump to a new In position. We call this time

1/̂ 2 and we obtain, following the scheme outlined above

+ PAl ( Tl + T 2 ) }

+ PAl ( 3 T!

(A6)

From this we obtain after some algebra

II 1 1 2
w W

12{2/ ( A 7 )

Obviously eq.(A7) gives the jump frequency of the divacancy to a new

position, when the clock is going also during the time that the vacancy

is in the 2n configuration. The first term of the right hand side of this

equation accounts for In divacancy exchanges with B atoms to a new In

position, the second term for exchanges with the A component to a new In

position. This is completely in agreement with sect. 3. There we argued

that, taking into account all divacancies irrespective of their configuration,

11 12 21the exchange frequency with a certain B atom is w_ /(l+3w. /2w. ) indeed.
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In sect. 3 we also introduced the concept of a virtual exchange

frequency w> for jumping of A atoms to next-nearest neighbour positions.

Taking into account both types of divacancies, the exchange frequency for

divacancies with A atoms to a new position is then written, similar to

exchanges with B atoms as

( A 8 )

Comparison with eq.(A7) then yields

11 1 1 2
WA = 2 W A

which had to be proved.
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Appendix B

Calculation of the correlation factors for diffusion by triple defects.

Let the divacancy be situated at a nearest-neighbour site of the B*

tracer (for a two-dimensional analogue see fig.3a) and let us consider the

diffusion of the B* atom. By inspection we find that there are three B-atoms

11
(among which the B ) that can make a v type of jump and three A atoms that

D
• n

can make a w, type of jump. The probability of an exchange with B* is
A

(Bl)

and the probability of an exchange with any of the A atoms is given by

P^ (defined by eq.(A3)). In the latter case a configuration similar to fig.2b

21
results. The only possible jump is then a w jump of the anti-structure

A

atom. The probability for an A atom to return to its original position as

well as to arrive at the other site at the A sublattice is •=-. Since three

A atoms are involved in the starting configuration, the total probability

of restoration of the situation similar to fig.2a is •=• P. . Then it is as

Z A

if "nothing" has happened and both species of atoms have a new opportunity

to complete a jump etc. In this way the total probability for the B* atom

to jump is

11 11
W B * I I 9 WR*

- n n T7 (i + 4-p. + ( T P A ) + ••••)=-rr—^TT-^—rn <B2)

For the other B atoms, per atom:
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( B 3 )

and for a B atom "far" from the tracer

II,,, 11 3 12. ,_. .
w B /(3wB + j w A } ( B 4 )

On the other hand, starting with an A* tracer, it is not difficult to

show that the total probability to complete an A* jump, so that the

situation of fig.3c originates, is

(B5)

For the other A atoms, per atom

1 12.,. II 1 12 12, ,„,,

I WA / ( 3 wB + 2 WA* + WA } (B6)

and for an A atom "far" from the tracer

1 12,,,. 11 3 12. ,„,,.
2 WA / ( 3 wB + 2 WA } ( B 7 )

Of course the total transition probability of the divacancy must be

unity:

3 x wB'/(3wB' + | w|
2) + 3 x I w|2/(3wB

! + f w{2) = 1 (B8)

Now, it is immediately clear that we have reconstructed the situation

of sect. 2, if we replace eq.(4) by eq.(B2) etc., in other words, if we sub-

stitute w_* for w_#, w_ for w_, •=• w.# for w.# and •=• w, for w..
D D D D Z A A Z A A
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Abstract

Diffusion via vacancies is simulated in concentrated b.c.c. alloys. The alloy model

used is the Ising model. A crystal lattice in thermodynamic equilibrium is constructed

following Guttman and a vacancy is introduced. The migration energy of an atom is given by

the difference of the energy of the atom in its equilibrium position adjacent to a

vacancy and the energy of the atom in the saddle point position. A number of Monte Carlo

sequences is generated, taking into account the various jump probabilities of the atoms

surrounding the vacancy.

It appears possible to define proper values for the correlation factor f, the

vacancy availability factor p and the vacancy-atom exchange rate w, so that also in the

case of long range order for any alloy component holds:

D - fp wa

like in dilute systems.

For various alloy compositions and energy parameters the correlation factors and norma-

lized pv_ and w-values, obtained by simulation are compared with analytical calculations

by Kikuchi and Sato. Especially the values of the correlation factors turn out to deviate

considerably.

The plot of lnD versus 1/T shows a change in slope at the ordering temperature as

has been found experimentally. This effect appears to be largely due to the temperature

dependence of the correlation factor.

Introduction

Compared to the large amount of experimental work on tracer diffusion in pure

metals, dilute alloys and ionic compounds the number of tracer diffusion measurements

in concentrated alloys and intermetallic compounds in only small. The reason for this

may be the difficulty of the interpretation of such results. In the first place the

nearest neighbour configuration of the migrating vacancies will differ from jump to

jump, in the second place possible short and long range order will complicate the situa-

tion considerably.
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A first step toward.-: tin- solution of the problem was taken by Manning (1,2), who

by postulating an average vacancy-atom exchange rate was quite successful in calcula-

ting correlation factors for diffusion in randomly disordered alloys (3). For the cast

of ordered alloys recently Kikuchi and Sato (4-6) performed extensive calculations

starting from the Ising model and using the Kikuchi model for ordering. However, in

this patli probability method a pair approximation was applied, which is a rather roug}

approximation in calculating the effect of correlation between successive jumps of thf

same atom. Especially in ordered alloys this correlation will be of great importance:

in a highly ordered structure an atom will have a tendency to jump to and fro

between the same positions, which diminishes the effectivity of jumping for long

distance migration.

Therefore we decided to perform a Monte Carlo computer simulation of diffusion

in binary b.c.c. alloys. We will be able to show that it is possible to define proper

values for the correlation factor f, the vacancy availability factor p and the

vacancy-atom exchange rate w, so that -like for dilute systems- for any alloy componei

holds

D = fpvwa
2 (I)

a being the lattice parameter. Then from such a simulation numerical values for these

quantities, which are in principle all accessible to experimental determination^ are

obtained. In particular, knowledge of the correlation factor may be important, becaust

this quantity can be measured by means of the so-called isotope effect. Such measure-

ments have at least in the case of dilute systems yielded a lot of information about

the diffusion mechanism. Besides, insight in correlation effects can be essential for \

the correct interpretation of experimental results on tracer diffusion coefficients.

Flinn and McManus (7) were the first to simulate diffusion in alloys via vacancii

on an electronic computer. However, like the work by Beeler a.o. (8) their main

interest was the way order was established rather than the explanation of long distanc

migration of labeled atoms. Moreover, tliair diffusion model was different from the

one we will use.

De Bruin and Murch (9) initiated the investigation of correlation effects by

employing Monte Carlo simulation. This technique was also applied to the random

alloy (3). In this paper these calculations are extended to binary b.c.c. alloys with

long and short range order.

The diffusion model

Starting point of our calculations was the ising model. The interaction energies .

of nearest neighbours in the A B -alloy were designated by -v , -vnn and -v._,

respectively. The so-called ordering energy v was defined as

V = VAB " <VAA + VBB ) / 2 W
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Diffusion occurred via vacancies, jumping to nearest neighbour positions. The energy of

the atom in the saddle-point was -for comparison in the same approximation as used by

Kikuchi and Sato- assumed to be independent of the detailed neighbourhood of the saddle-

point position, but only dependent on the species of the atom, these energies being

designated by -U^ and - Ufi respectively. The migration energy was given by the difference

of the energy of the atom in its equilibrium position as a nearest neighbour of a vacancy

and its saddle-point energy. E.g. when the seven neighbouring atoms of an atom that was

going to jump in an adjacent vacancy consisted of four A-atoms and three B-atoms, the

activation energy for this jump was

-U + 4v + 3v
A AA AB

and the probability per second of this jump

vA exp(UA - 4 v M - 3vAfi)/kT

k being Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature and v, a vibrational frequency.

An expression for the diffusion coefficient

In the introduction the diffusion for infinitely dilute systems was written as a

product of several factors following eq.(l). It is not immediately clear, whether this

expression can be generalized to ordered concentrated systems. Let us in order to solve

this problem consider diffusion in the CsCl- (L2Q-) structure. In such a structure we

can distinguish between two interpenetrating primitive cubic-sublattices: the a- and

6-sublattice, each consisting of N/2 lattice sites. Let the alloy contain Ng-atoms of

component B on the a-sublattice. We define the density c_ of component B on the

a-lattice as

and the total density c« as

(4)

where

So

NB is the number of B-atoms.

2CB

= Nfi/N

= <B + (5)

Let us now follow the same procedure as in the derivation of eq.(l).

Following Einstein (10) the diffusion coefficient of B-atoms can be written as

DR - -£- (6)
2

where X,, is the squared X-displacement of a B-atom during a time t.
15

We choose the X-axis along the crystallographic |lOO.|-axis. The displacement of an

atom will be made up of n_ elementary displacements along the X direction
xi
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Xfi -.£, x. (7)

From eq.(6) and (7) we get

„ _ 1 "B 2 , . 2 °B

B i=l J- x x

with x = 1/2 a. The factor between brackets is the correlation factor fn.
o

When we define !'B as the average jump frequency of B-atoms from the a- to the
lattice etc., then

n N V + uere cara + cere
nB V B BrB _ T B B'B ...
T N^ 2^ < 9 )

F- can be decomposed into a factor giving the probability to find a vacancy adjacent

to a B-atom on the a-lattice (8 PBv)
 an£l an average exchange frequency of such a B-atom

with that vacancy (Wg)

In this way the expression for DR becomes

. a a6 a . 6 6a 6

DB 2cB V (I

In equilibrium the number of B-atoms jumping per second from the a- to the ^-lattice

will be equal to the number of the inverse jumps

l , a a6 a I., 6 6a 3
2NcBPBvWB = INcBPBvwB

The average value of the vacancy availability factors is

1 , a ag ^ g 6a. (13)
PBv = 2cT(cBpBv + cBpBv)

D

Now we have to find an expression for the average exchange frequency wR. Obviously

wR, being a frequency,is found as the harmonic mean of w B and wR, i.e.

J- = i(-ij- + ~ ) (14)

The weight i arises from the fact that in equilibrium w" occurs as frequently

as Wg. After some simple algebraic operations eq.(ll) yields, using eq.(12), (13) and

(14)

This result was derived by Kikuchi and Sato (11, 12) in a somewhat different way.
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Execution

The simulated b.c.c. lattice consisted of 2x15x15x15 sites that were numbered

from 1 to 6750. The lattice was filled with A- and B-atoms in the right concentration

ratio. For a given temperature and a given value of the energy parameters a lattice

in thermodynamic equilibrium was constructed following Guttman (13). Periodic bounda-

ries were applied.

An atom was represented by a sixty bit word, which contained information on the

species of atom, the sublattice on which it started, its displacement into the X-, Y-

and Z-direction and the number of jumps. The position in a linear 6750 array denoted

the position of the atom in the lattice. A vacancy was introduced, then the jump pro-

babilities of the eight neighbouring atoms were calculated and on the basis of a gene-

rated random number one of the atoirs was allowed to exchange sites with the vacancy.

The atom was transferred to its new position and the appropriate quantities in the

computer word representing the atom were recalculated. The first thousand jumps of the

vacancy were deleted in order to allow the lattice with the vacancy to establish

thermodynamic equilibrium. The following quantities including their standard deviations

were calculated on the basis of 40 runs of a thousand vacancy jumps each,

a) The correlationfactors, e.g. f. by means of ,

2
where ER . is the sum of the squared displacements of all A-atoms after m^ A-atom-

vacancy exchanges in the computer crystal. 1 is the jump distance. In a previous paper

it was shown that this expression gives an unbiased estimate of the correlation

factor (14).

b) The mean vacancy-atom exchange frequencies, e.g. w. from

a
I 1 mA 1
— = — ZA— (17)
a a . . a

WA mA 1=l wAi

where m,. is the number of A-atom-vacancy exchanges, the atom jumping from the

ot-sublattice to the 3-sublattice. w. was calculated using eq.(14).

c) The diffusion time t from

t = ta + t3 (18)

where t is defined as the total time of stay of the vacancy on the a-sublattice.

Let us denote by W? the sum of the eight frequencies with which the vacancy on the

a-sublattice can jump to each of its neighbouring sites at the i-th vacancy jump

from the a-lattice, then

t
a = Z i/w.a (19)

i x
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d) The average number of A- and B-atoms surrounding a vacancy on the a- and g-sublattice

At fixed time intervals the neighbourhood of the vacancy was inspected. Different clocks

were going for the a- and (5-lattice. The time interval At was chosen somewhat larger

than the maximum possible time of stay of the vacancy on a lattice site. This meant that

at least one vacancy jump had occurred before the number of A- and B-atoms surrounding

the vacancy was counted again. In this way values for p . etc. were obtained. The proba-

bility p , of an A-atom being a nearest neighbour of a vacancy, averaged over the sub-

lattices, was found by use of the expression

= 2c~ I cvv L c *«: c «°>
Here the vacancy concentrations are defined in an analogous way as the atomic concen-

trations in eq.(3). The ratio cv/2c is calculated from

c"/2cv = t°7t (21)

e) The diffusioncoefficients D, and Dfi.

As we derived in a previous section the correct equation for the diffusioncoefficient

of e.g. A-atoms is

D = f.w.p, a

However, from this simulation program it is not possible to get values for p, .

Therefore we have used the relation

PAv = ~ PvA (22)

which equality follows from counting the number of vacancy-A-atom bonds.

On this basis the diffusion coefficient per unit vacancy concentration was evaluated

as

* . I 2
A A v " c7 AVAPvAa '

Of course this must be equal to

— ER2/6t (24)
CA A

which was confirmed by the simulation.

Results and discussion

For various values of « « c. - 0.5, v/kT and U = (vDn - v,,)/2v the relevant
A Da Aft

quantities were computed.

It turned out that during the diffusion simulation the degree of order of a

lattice, constructed following Guttman only fluctuated around an average value and

did not change essentially. Besides, after a sudden temperature change the degree of

order corresponding to the new temperature was established by the diffusion process.

\
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However, this procedure of ordering proved to be much more computertime consuming

than Guttman's method.

To make a comparison with the experiment we have drawn in fig.I In D* as a function

of temperature (cB = 0.5, U = 0, vAfl = 0.12 eV, v M = v B B = 0.10 eV, UA = l
T
B = 0). The

curve can be represented by two straight lines with a sudden change of slope at the

ordering temperature. This shape is in agreement with experiments of Kuper a.o. for

diffusion in CuZn (15).

From the In D versus 1/T-curve the activation energy is usually obtained as

d In D ,,,.,.
Q (25)

and is then interpreted as the sum of the enthalpies corresponding to the formation

and the migration of a vacancy. However, in the case of ordered alloys such an inter-

pretation is rather delicate. From eq.(15) we get namely for the apparent activation

energy

d In PBvWp d In ffi

d 1/kT d 1/kT d 1/kT

So a part of the apparent activation energy may be due to a temperature dependence

of the correlation factor. Apart from the fact that in fig.l cy(T) is not included

and that p „ is a constant in this case (0.5), it is quite remarkable that the change
VD

of slope at the ordering temperature is largely due to the temperature dependence of

the correlation factor (see fig.2 and 3). This temperature dependence contributes

considerably to the apparent activation energy and is essential for the interpretation

of the data. Generally it turned out that in all cases we studied, the In D versus

1/T-curve could be, somewhat unexpectedly, divided in nearly straight lines above and

below the critical temperature, whereas around this temperature there existed a more

or less extended transition region.

Our results are compared with Kikuchi and Sato's (6) analytical calculations in

the figures 6-9. All quantities are plotted versus 1/T , where T = T/T', T' being

equal to the Kikuchi ordering temperature v/(k ln(4/3)). Our simulated ordering tempera-

tures (T ) are always somewhat lower, they are indicated in the figures as well.

Fig.6 gives the vacancy availability factors VB = p R/cB. At least below Tc the

simulated values are represented remarkebly well by the curves obtained from Kikuchi's

ordering model. The same holds for the reduced Wg-values in fig.7, which are defined as

wg = w B (exp(7vAB/kT)) (27)

Apart from the term accounting for the saddle-point energy the Kikuchi and Sato w

contains the probability to break the 7 bonds in pair approximation.
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The simulated values of wD are unreliable for a = + O.I, U = - I.2 and

U = - 0.6 at lower temperatures. This is due to the fact that in those cases the

B-atoms perform only a small fraction of the total of 1000 atomic jumps per run.

Though statistics could be improved by consuming more computer time, this demonstrates

the limitation of the simulation method.

In fig.A the rather peculiar shape of the Wg versus 1/T curve is shown; at lower

temperatures wR is large because, due to a high degree of long range order, a B-atom

escapes easily from the "wrong" to the "right" sublattice; this effect decreases with

decreasing long range order until the ordering temperature, where a normal temperatur

behaviour starts.

The plot of correlation factors reveals a large discrepancy between our values an

Kikuchi and Sato's. Such a discrepancy was found for the random alloy too (3). The rea

for this will be the use of a pair approximation: it is assumed that, if after an

atom-vacancy exchange the vacancy dissociates from the atom to a second nearest neigh-

bour position, it will not return to that atom or return to it from random direction.

Values for vacancy concentrations in alloys with short and long range order have

been calculated by Schapink (16) in Bragg-Williams and quasichemical approximation.

For one set of parameters a Schapink result for c^/c^ is plotted together with ours I

(fig.5). Again the agreement is good below T . This appears to be a general tendency. \

From the figures 6-9 it is clear that at the lowest temperatures our values-

contain larger standard errors than at higher temperatures as already mentioned. This

is usually due to the fact that in those cases one of the atomic species performs only

a small number of jumps per run. Furthermore, general sources of minor errors are:

truncation of the vacancy path at the end of a run and the application of periodic

boundaries.

In conclusion we can state that the use of a more sophisticated diffusion model

(e.g. consideration of the detailed saddle-point configuration or next nearest neigh-

bour interaction) is possible and would introduce only minor modifications of the

computer program.
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Subject classification: 9

Natuurkundig Laboratorium der Universiteit van Amsterdam

On Computer Simulation for the Calculation of Correlation Factors for Diffusion

By

N.A. STOLWIJKandH. BAKKER

Since De Bruin and Murch/I/initiated the investigation of correlation effects

by a Monte Carlo computer simulation of diffusion, this technique has been used

for the calculation of correlation factors in various systems /2 to 6/.

In this paper we will consider particularly diffusion via vacancies. The method

then ensures a random walk of the vacancy in the computer crystal, taking into

account the jump probabilities of the atoms surrounding the vacancy at any mo-

ment. However, compared to the situation during a real tracer diffusion experi-

ment, the number of vacancy jumps is necessarily small due to limited computer

time. Actually we used a scheme of calculating f that yielded a maximum result

with a minimum number of jumps. In our simulation runs the number of vacancy

jumps was even so small that most atoms did not jump at all, while many atoms

jumped only once etc. In this paper it will be proved that from such a limited

number of vacancy jumps a correct result is obtained.

The basis of the computer simulation method for the calculation of correlation

factors is the definition of f in the well-known form / 7 /

f =

N-»°° N 1

2

Here <R (N)> is the expected squared displacement of the atom under consider-

ation after N atomic jumps with elementary jump distance 1 . However, equation

(1) is not directly applicable using this method, because, as mentioned, during a

simulation run the number of vacancy jumps and so of atomic jumps is necessarily

limited. Therefore the expected squared displacement is replaced by the mean

1 physica (b)
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square displacement of the atoms in the crystal, while for N the average number

of jumps per atom is substituted. This yields an estimation of the correlation factor

given by

fs = " ^ , (2,
m 1

2
where ER (m) is the sum of the squared displacements of all atoms after m jumps

of the vacancy in the computer crystal. Comparing equation (1) with equation (2) it

is not immediately clear that f is an unbiased estimator of f (i.e. <f > = f),
s s

particularly not if one realizes that the average number of jumps an atom makes
during one run is usually very small (even less than 1). We will show that f really

s

is an unbiased estimator of f and we will generalize this result to the randomly

disordered alloy.

Consider m successive jumps of one single vacancy in an infinitely large

mono-atomic crystal. Let P be the probability that an atom, which has exchanged

with the vacancy, does not exchange with the vacancy anymore and let <M> be the

expected value of the number of atoms, that have at least once exchanged with the

vacancy. Furthermore, let us denote by<ROthe expected value of the number of

atoms that perform such an exchange exactly k times (k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) .

We can write then

<M2> =

and generally

< > < - P ( > ) k " 1 P o . (3)

Since obviously

^ < = m (4)

it follows that

p " 1 =m/<M>. (5)

So P is equal to the expected number of jumps of the vacancy per jumped atom.
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The expected squared displacement L of an atom as a result of the exchanges

with one vacancy is

L2=<ER2(m)>/<M>. (6)

By substituting equation (2) and equation (5) this quantity is obtained as

Now, in a real crystal atomic migration occurs via many vacancies, jumps of

an atom into different vacancies being obviously uncorrelated. If we now conceive

the displacement of an atom by means of one vacancy as a randomly directed jump

with jump distance L, the expected squared displacement of this particular atom

as a result of exchanges with N* different vacancies can be written as

<R2(N*)>=N*L2 (8)

and using equation (7)

Here N*/P is the expected number <N>of jumps of this atom. We get

<O- <««»»>. do,
s <N> r

And since <N>may be chosen arbitrary large

< f
s> -s N ^ c

N 1

For a random AB-alloy we can show in a similar way that

A E R ! < m
A >4 -

m A l

and
«»,2

s
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are unbiased estimators of t and f . We have then to define quantities P and
B °

P for A and B atoms, respectively, and to divide the number m of vacancy

jumps into the number of exchanges with A atoms (m ) and B atoms (m ).

The given proof is valid for vacancy walks in an infinitely large crystal. How-

ever, our computer crystal consists of about 7000 lattice sites, periodic boundary

conditions being used. On the one hand, this implies that the number of vacancy

jumps is not allowed to be too large: too many jumps could give rise to so-called

"historical effects"/2/. On the other hand, the number of vacancy jumps must not

be too small because of the error caused by truncation of the vacancy path. Satis-

fying results are obtained by performing a thousand vacancy jumps per run and by

averaging over forty runs /&/,
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MONTE CARLO COMPUTATIONS ON LONG AND SHORT RANGE ORDER

IN ORDERING BINARY ALLOYS WITH VACANCIES

by

N.A.Stolwijk, H.Bakker and M. van Gend

Natuurkundig Laboratorium der Universiteit van Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 65,

1018 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract.

For ordering binary bcc alloys with vacancies equilibrium states of order

have been simulated by means of Monte Carlo computations. The computer lattice

consisted of 2 x 15 x 15 x 15 = 6750 sites. According to the Ising model

only nearest-neighbour interactions have been taken into account. For various

compositions and various sets of interactions energies long- and short-range

order parameters for atoms and for vacancies have been calculated as a function

of reduced temperature. Comparison of the results from the computer simulation

with the analytical calculations of Kikuchi and Sato (1969, 1970) shows deviations

only in the neighbourhood of the ordering temperature.
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I .Introduction.

In I960 already, Guttman simulated equilibrium properties of binary

solid systems by the use of an electronic computer (Guttman I96l). In

this study equilibrium states of order were computed for ordering bcc

alloys, where the atomic interactions were defined according to the Ising

model. From the variation of the degree of order as a function of temperature

other thermodynamic properties were derived. However, in this work only

the atomic order was investigated with no allowance for vacancies.

On the other hand diffusion in concentrated binary alloys was simulated

by Bakker, Stolwijk, Van der Mey and Zuurendonk (1976). In the latter study

a single vacancy was allowed to migrate via nearest-neighbour jumps through

a bcc (computer) lattice in thermodynamic equilibrium, applying a model

of only nearest-neighbour interactions. For the part of the kinetics of

diffusion the results of these Monte Carlo simulations were presented in

the paper mentioned above. The present paper however will show the results

for the statics of order and disorder: the long- and short-range order

parameters for atoms and vacancies, describing states of thermodynamic

equilibrium. Furthermore, the computer simulation results will be compared to

the analytical calculations of Kikuchi and Sato (1969, 1970; see also

Bakker 1979).

2.The alloy model.

We consider a concentrated binary alloy A B._ with the B2 (CsCl)
X J X

structure. This is a body-centered cubic structure, consisting of two inter-

penetrating simple-cubic sublattices, indicated by a and 3. In the ordered

state the a sublattice is mainly occupied by A atoms, the 6 sublattice mainly

by B atoms. Disordering occurs by the substitution of A atoms on the 6 sublattice

and vice versa. According to the Ising model only nearest-neighbour interactions

are taken into account. The nearest-neighbour interaction energies are designated
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by - V ^ , ~ V B B anc* ~VAB* resPecti-vely- Long-range order is established if the

so-called ordering energy V > 0 and when the temperature decreases below a

critical value Tc> This ordering temperature T is a function of V only

(see the table for definitions and relations). The allowed number of vacancies

is so small that it does not influence the atomic state of order. Moreover,

vacancies do not interact with the atoms or with each other, that is

VAv = VBv " Vvv = °-

The vacancies can walk through the lattice by means of jumps to

nearest-neighbour positions. The jump frequency of the vacancy to a particular

nearest-neighbour site is determined by the energy difference of the jumping

atom in its equilibrium position and in its saddle-point. Similar to Kikuchi

and Sato (1969, 1970) the saddle-point energy is assumed to be independent

of the detailed neighbourhood of the saddle-point position, but only dependent

on the species of the jumping atom.

3.Computer simulation.

The bcc computer lattice, consisting of 6750 sites, was divided into two

interpenetrating simple-cubic sublattices, containing 15 x 15 x 15 sites

each. The lattice was filled with A and B atoms in the desired concentration

ratio. For given values of the temperature and the interaction energies the

thermodynamic equilibrium state of order was constructed by a method following

Guttman (1961). To avoid surface effects periodic boundary conditions were

applied.

Then a vacancy was introduced at a random lattice site. The vacancy was

allowed to exchange with one of the eight neighbouring atoms. Thereby the

probability for any atom to perform the actual jump was made proportional

to its jump frequency. After the vacancy was transferred to its new position,

the Monte Carlo procedure for the selection of the next jump was repeated, etc.
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Table: Definitions and relations.

Number of lattice sites

Number of A atoms

Definition

Relation

Number of a lattice sites

Number of A atoms on

a sites
Definition

Relations

Relations

Definition

Relation

Number of AB pairs out
of M pairs (A on a ,
B on B)

Relations

Relations

Definition

Relations

Relations

Relations

Relations

Pair interaction energies

Ordering energy

Definition

N

NA

cA s NA/N

CA+CB+Cv B V C B

a. a a a a
Ca + CB + Cv = CA + CB

cv - cv / 2 (

My
AB

" C

~ CyvA + yvB + yw ~ yvA+yvB Cv

PAB = yAB / cPAB yAB / cA

PAA+PAB+PAv K PAA+PAB

CAPAB

cvpvA

CBPBA

B pv FvA Hv a

cApAv

= VBv - Vvv = °

£ ( VBB- VAA ) / 2 V

(Tl)

etc.(T2)

etc.(T3)

(T4)

etc.(T5)

etc.(T6)

etc.(T7)

etc.(T8)

etc.(T9)

etc.(TlO)

(Til)

etc.(Tl2)

etc.(Tl3)

etc.(TIA)

etc.(TI5)

etc.(TI6)

etc.(Tl7)

etc.(T18)

etc.(T19)

(T20)

(T21)

(T22)
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The atoms and the vacancy were represented by sixty-bit computer words,

in which all relevant information-, was stored. Tb; positions of these computer

words in a linear 6750 array were representative for the positions of the

atoms and the vacancy in the lattice.

Preceding the actual computations the first thousand jumps of the

vacancy were carried out in order to establish thermodynamic equilibrium

in the lattice after the introduction of the vacancy. Then the order para-

meters and their standard deviations were calculated on the basis of 40

subsequent runs of a thousand jumps each. To measure the long-range order

of the simulated lattice we have chosen the quantities c, and c . The para-

meters p"g, p°T and p j* were taken as characteristic for the short-range

order. (See the table for the definitions of these and other relevant quanti-

ties and the relations between them).

The atomic long-range order parameter c" was determined from countings

of the number of A atoms on the a sublattice.

The long-range order parameter for vacancies was calculated from the

ratio of diffusion times

cv = t°7t . (I)

Hereby ta is defined as the total time of stay of the vacancy on the a sub-

lattice and t represents the total time elapsed during the migration

ta • tB (2)
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Fig.I and Fig.2a,b,c: Long-range order parameters for atoms and vacancies as

a function of reduced reciprocal temperature. Solid curves are according to

Kikuchi and Sato.
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The time ta is evaluated as

ta = £ 1/W<? , (3)
i x

whereby W. stands for the sum of the eight frequencies with which the

vacancy can jump to each of its neighbouring sites at the i-th jump from

the ot sublattice.

The atomic short-range order parameter p^j: denotes the probability

that a specified nearest-neighbour position of an A atom on the a sublattice

is occupied by a B atom. Values of p^j: resulted from countings of the number

of AB pairs.

The short range order parameters for vacancies p01!? and p *? were obtained

from the average number of A atoms surrounding a vacancy on the a and (3

sublattice. For the right evaluation cf these parameters the neighbourhood of

the vacancy was inspected at fixed time intervals. For the a and 0 sublattice

the inspections were carried out separately on the basis of separate clocks,

according to eq.(3). The time interval was chosen somewhat larger than the

maximum possible time of stay of the vacancy on a lattice site. In this

way at least one jump had occurred before the A and B neighbours of the

vacancy were counted again.

For given values of cA> cv, V ^ , V-g, V._ and the temperature T the degree

of order is completely characterized by the five computed parameters

(c?, c™, p"g, p A and p . ) . From these the other relevant quantities are now

readily calculated: c?, c" and ci; follow from c? by means of the relations T8

and T9; c^ is directly determined by c" via Til; now p ^ , PgA, Pgfi and pAjj,

PAA' PBA' PBB a r e e v a l u a t e c * from P?g with the aid of T16 and TI7; then p .

and p^™ are sufficient to yield p°|, p ^ and p°^, pj^, p ^ , p^" by the use of

T18 and T19.
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Fie.3. Fig.4a.
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Fig.3 and Fig.4a,b,c: Short-range order parameters for atoms and vacancies

as a function of reduced reciprocal temperature. Solid curves are according

to Kikuchi and Sato.
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4.Results and discussion.

For three compositions and for five values of U = ( V
RJJ~

V
AA)/2V the short-

and long-range order parameters for atoms and vacancies were computed as a

function of V/kT. The results from these computer simulations are shown in

the figures 1-4 as open circles.

It was confirmed that during the simulation of the vacancy migration the

degree of order of the lattice, constructed following Guttman (1961), was

essentially maintained. Only fluctuations around an average value were observed.

The atomic order parameter cf is independent of U. Since further cy is

negligible small compared to c. and cR, we can express c? as a function of c.

and V/kT only: c^ = c?(c., V/kT). From the results of the computer simulations

for c. = 0.6, as displayed in fig.l, we are able to calculated c? for the compo-

sition c. =0.4, according to

cA(cA> V / k T ) = CB(I"CA« V / k T )

whereby the right hand side of this equation follows from C A ( ' ~ C A ' V/kT) via

the relations T8 and T9. For p"g a similar relation holds

PAB(CA' V / k T ) = PBA(l"CA» V / k T )

Therefore only two plots have been drawn for c? and p"j: (fig. I and 3).

On the other hand the order parameters for the vacancies do depend on

U. In fig.2a,b,c plots of ca are shown for seven different cases, from which

other cases can be obtained by the use of

cv(cA, U, V/kT) = cJ(I-cA, -U, V/kT) (6)
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From this relations follows that for c. = 0.5 and U = 0, ca equals 0.5 for

all values of V/kT. For p !f, displayed in fig.4a,b,c, we have

Plots of p . are not given, because the behaviour of this quantity is essentially

the same as for the other parameters.

For comparison, the results of the analytical calculations of Kikuchi and

Sato (1969, 1970) are shown in the figures I-4 as solid lines. From

these plots it is observed that for T << T and T > T there is a good agreement

for the atomic order parameter as well as for the parameters describing the

state of order for vacancies. From the variation of the order parameters with

temperature it appears also that the Kikuchi ordering temperature is higher

than the simulated ordering temperature. Furthermore, when the results of

Kikuchi and Sato are normalized with respect to the right ordering temperature,

the agreement is almost perfect.
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SUMMARY

This thesis contains contributions to the field of diffusion in

ordered binary solid systems. The first two chapters together present

an extensive experimental investigation of the self diffusion in such a

system . The results of these diffusion measurements strongly suggest

that a substantial part of the atomic migration is caused by a new type

of defect. A quantitative description of the atomic displacements via

this defect is given in chapter III. The last three chapters are

concerned with computer simulations of diffusion and ordering in the

above mentioned class of solids.

In chapter I tracer-diffusion measurements of Co in the

intermetallic B2 compound CoGa are described. For five compositions in

the range 45 - 60 at % Co diffusion coefficients of Co have been

determined in the temperature interval 800 - 1050 C. The data are

analysed on the basis of a single-exponential model. The resulting

frequency factors and activation energies attain remarkably high values.

Moreover, strong indications are found for curvatures in the Arrhenius

plots.

Chapter II is the report of the continued study of the self diffusion

in CoGa. First, adaptations in the experimental techniques are described

that made it possible to measure diffusion coefficients as low as

-14 2
10 cm /s. The Arrhenius plots for the Co diffusion as well as for the

Ga diffusion are curved and have been fitted to the sum of two exponentials.

The separate exponentials are interpreted in terms of diffusion mechanisms.

The lower activation energies and frequency factors for the Co diffusion

are attributed to migration via single vacancies and nearest-neighbour

jumps. For every composition the other Co activation energy equals one of

the Ga activation energies within error limits. The associated frequency
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factors are in the same order of magnitude. These processes are identified

as coupled diffusion of Co and Ga via divacancies. The other exponentials

for the Ga diffusion are characterized by very large activation energies

and frequency factors. The combined diffusion of Co and Ga via divacancies

is worked out in more detail in view of the special defect structure in

CoGa. This reveals the probable importance of a new, special type of

divacancy, named triple defect. The partial diffusion coefficients of Co

and Ga, representing migrations by triple defects, are decomposed in the

basic factors: defect concentration, defect-atom exchange frequencies and

correlation factors. Finally the triple defect is discussed as an

alternative for the six-jump cycle for the interpretation of diffusion

measurements in intermetallic compounds with the B2 structure.

In chapter III it is demonstrated how the above mentioned coupled

diffusion of Co and Ga via triple defects can be translated to the

diffusion via bound divacancies in ionic compounds with the CsCl structure.

For both diffusion mechanisms expressions are derived for the diffusion

coefficients and the correlation factors of the.two atomic species. The

correlation factors are obtained in explicit form, as functions of the

defect-atom exchange frequencies. Values of the correlation factors are

calculated to a high degree of accuracy. It is shown that in a measurement

of diffusion coefficients differences in jump frequencies between both

components are levelled off by correlation effects. Also the diffusion

coefficients for the correlated migration of divacancies and triple

defects themselves are calculated.

In chapter IV we have simulated the kinetics of diffusion in ordering

bcc alloys. Therefore a computer lattice in thermodynamic equilibrium is

constructed,in which a single vacancy is allowed to migrate via nearest-

neighbour jumps. Hereby the atomic interactions are taken in agreement
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with the Ising model. Migration paths of the vacancy are simulated by a

Monte Carlo method of computation. The jump probability of an atom

adjacent to the vacancy is made proportional to its jump frequency. The

latter is given by the energy difference of the atom in its equilibrium

position and in its saddle-point. For various compositions and sets of

energy parameters the simulated values for the vacancy-availability factors,

the vacancy-atom exchange rates and the correlation factors are compared

to the analytical calculations of Kikuchi and Sato. The correlation factors

resulting from the latter calculations turn out to deviate considerably

from those obtained by simulation. The observed change of slope at the

ordering temperature in the In D versus l/T plots appears to be largely

due to the temperature dependence of the correlation factor.

In chapter V it is proved that the scheme of computation for the

correlation factors, as was followed in chapter IV, yields (in principle)

right, unbiased values. To obtain well-approximated estimates for the

correlation factors, it appears to be not necessary that every atom in

the lattice makes a large number of jumps. It is demonstrated that all

information with respect to correlation effects is contained in any

(random) vacancy path consisting of a sufficient number of jumps.

In chapter VI the computer-simulation results for the statics of

order and disorder are presented. For binary bcc alloys with vacancies

equilibrium states of order are simulated by means of Monte Carlo

computations. On the basis of the Ising model only nearest-neigbour

interactions are taken into cccount. Long- and short-range order

parameters for atoms and vacancies are calculated as a function of

reduced temperature for various compositions and sets of interaction

energies. Comparisons of the simulated values with the analytical

calculations of Kikuchi and Sato show deviations only in the
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neighbourhood of the ordering temperature.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift bevat bijdragen op het gebied van diffusie in geor-

dende binaire vaste stoffen. In de eerste twee hoofdstukken wordt een uit-

gebreid experimenteel onderzoek beschreven van de zelfdiffusie in een der-

gelijke vaste stof. De resultaten van deze diffusiemetingen doen veronder-

stellen, dat de atomaire migratie in belangrijke mate veroorzaakt wordt

door een nieuw soort defect. Een kwantitatieve beschrijving van de ver-

plaatsing van de atomen door dit defect wordt gegeven in hoofdstuk III. De

laatste drie hoofdstukken hebben betrekking op computersimulaties van dif-

fusie en ordening in bovengenoemde groep van vaste stoffen.

In hoofdstuk I worden er tracerdiffusiemetingen van Co in de inter-

metallische verbinding CoGa beschreven. In vijf samenstellingen tussen 45

en 60 at % Co zijn er diffusiecoëfficiënten gemeten in het temperatuurge-

bied tussen 800 en 1050 C. De metingen worden geanalyseerd op grond van

een eenvoudig exponentieel gedrag. De resulterende waarden voor de fre~

kwentiefactoren en activeringsenergieën zijn opmerkelijk hoog. Bovendien

bestaan er sterke aanwijzingen voor krommingen in de gemeten Arrheniusgra-

fieken.

Hoofdstuk II vormt het verslag van het voortgezette onderzoek van de

zelfdiffusie in CoGa. Eerst worden de aanpassingen in de meetmethode be-

schreven, waardoor het mogelijk werd kleinere diffusiecoëfficiënten te me-

ten (tot 10 cm /s). De Arrheniusgrafieken voor zowel de Co-diffusie als

de Ga-diffusie blijken inderdaad ge'-rromd te zijn. De meetpunten worden

aangepast met behulp van een model, dat bestaat uit een som van twee ex-

ponentiële termen. Hierbij worden de afzonderlijke e-machten geinterpre-

teerd als representatief voor verschillende diffusiemechanismen. De lage

activeringsenergieën en frekwentiefactoren van de Co-diffusie worden toe-

geschreven aan migratie via enkele vacatures en sprongen over naaste-buur-
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afstanden. De andere activeringsenergie voor Co is voor elke samenstelling

binnen de meetfout gelijk aan een van de activeringsenergieën voor de Ga-

diffusie. De bijbehorende frekwentiefactoren zijn van dezelfde orde van

grootte. Deze parameters worden als karakteristiek beschouwd voor een ge-

koppelde diffusie van Co en Gf>. via dubbelvacatures. De tweede exponentiële

term voor de Ga-diffusie wordt gekenmerkt door een zeer hoge activerings-

energie en een zeer hoge frekwentiefactor. De gezamenlijke diffusie van

Co en Ga via dubbelvacatures wordt verder uitgewerkt met het oog op de

bijzondere defectstructuur van CoGa. Hierbij komt naar voren dat een nieuw

soort dubbelvacature, genaamd triple-defect, waarschijnlijk een belangrij-

ke rol speelt. De partiële diffusiecoëfficiënten van Co en Ga, die repre-

sentatief zijn voor de migratie via triple-defecten, worden ontleed in de

elementaire grootheden: defectconcentratie, wisselingsfrekwenties tussen

atomen en defecten, en correlatiefactoren. Ten slotte wordt het triple-

defect besproken als een alternatief voor het zes-sprongmechanisme voor

de interpretatie van diffusiemetingen in intermetallische verbindingen met

de B2-structuur.

In hoofdstuk III wordt aangetoond hoe de bovengenoemde gekoppelde

diffusie van Co en Ga via triple-defecten kan worden vertaald naar de

diffusie via gebonden dubbelvacatures in ionische verbindingen met de CsCl-

structuur. Voor beide diffusiemechanismen worden uitdrukkingen afgeleid

voor de diffusiecoëfficiënten en correlatiefactoren van de beide componen-

ten. De correlatiefactoren worden verkregen in de vorm van functies, die

expliciet van de sprongfrekwenties afhangen. Met behulp van een speciale

rekenprocedure worden de correlatiefactoren met een hoge graad van nauw-

keurigheid bepaald. Men kan laten zien, dat bij meting van diffusiecoëffi-

ciënten verschillen in sprongfrekwenties en activeringsenergieën tussen de

twee componenten door correlatieëffecten worden genivelleerd. De diffusie-
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coëfficiënten voor de gecorreleerde migratie van dubbelvacatures en tri-

ple-defecten zelf worden eveneens berekend.

In hoofdstuk IV hebben we de kinetiek van diffusie in ordenende bcc

legeringen gesimuleerd. Voor dit doel wordt een computerrooster in thermo-

dynamisch evenwicht geconstrueerd, waarin een enkele vacature kan migreren

via sprongen over eerste-nabuurafstanden. Hierbij worden de interatomaire

interacties in overeenstemming met het Ising-model geromen. Migratiewegen

van de vacature worden gesimuleerd met behulp van een Monte Carlo-rekenme-

thode. De sprongwaarschijnlijkheid van een atoom naast de vacature wordt

daarbij evenredig gemaakt aan zijn sprongfrekwentie, die op zijn beurt be-

paald wordt door het energieverschil van het atoom in zijn evenwichtsposi-

tie en in zijn zadelpuntspositie. Voor verschillende samenstellingen en ver-

schillende groepen energieparameters worden de gesimuleerde waarden voor de

relevante grootheden in de uitdrukking voor de diffusiecoëfficiënt vergele-

ken met de analytische berekeningen van Kikuchi en Sato. De correlatiefac-

toren uit de laatstgenoemde berekeningen blijken aanzienlijk af te wijken

van die uit de simulatie. De hellingsverandering, die in de grafiek van

In D tegen l/T bij de ordeningstemperatuur wordt waargenomen, blijkt voor

een groot deel veroorzaakt te worden door de temperatuurafhankelijkheid

van de correlatiefactor.

In hoofdstuk V wordt bewezen, dat het rekenschema voor de correlatie-

factoren in hoofdstuk IV in principe juiste waarden oplevert. Voor het ver-

krijgen van goede schattingen van de correlatiefactoren blijkt het niet no-

dig te zijn, dat elk atoom in het rooster een groot aantal sprongen maakt.

Alle informatie betreffende correlatieëffecten ligt besloten in een wille-

keurige weg van een vacature, welke uit een voldoend aantal sprongen

bestaat.

Hoofdstuk VI geeft de resultaten van de computersimulatie voor de
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statica van orde en wanorde. Voor ordenende binaire bcc legeringen met va-

catures worden ordeningstoestanden in thermodynamisch evenwicht gesimu-

leerd met behulp van Monte Carlo-berekeningen. Op grond van het Ising-

model worden alleen naaste-buurwisselwerkingen in beschouwing genomen. De

parameters voor de lange- en korte-afstandsordening van zowel atomen als

vacatures worden berekend als functie van de gereduceerde temperatuur

voor verschillende samenstellingen en interactieënergieën. Vergelijkingen

van de gesimuleerde waarden met de analytische resultaten van Kikuchi en

Sato laten alleen afwijkingen zien in de buurt van de ordeningstemperatuur.
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